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ABSTRACT 
The thesis is in the form of three papers. 
In Paper I, affine transformations of a locally 
compact group are considered. In Part I, it is 
assumed that the group is not compact: it is shown 
that an affine transfor~ation of nn"bbelian"or 
connected group cannot be ergodic unless the 
transformation is of one exceptional type. An attempt 
is made to obtain stronger conditions than non-
ergodicity. 
Part n: deals li'ith compact groups: it is shown 
that an affine transformation of a compact group is 
ergodic if and only if ~t has a dense orbit. For a 
connected group, alternative conditions are.given. 
In particular, it is shown that a~ affine 
transformation of a Lie group cannot be ergodic 
I,lnless the group is a torus. 
Papers ]I and m are concerned ld th the entropy 
theory of a measure-pre serving transforma tion.· "The 
entropy of a transformation T (denoted by h(T» was 
introduced by Kolmogorov in 195B (and later modified 
,/ 
/ 
(ii) 
by Sinai) as a 'non-spectrill invarinnt': two 
transformations cannot be isomorphic unless they have 
the same entropy. Z~ro entropy has a speciul 
significance. In general, every. transformation has 
a unique part with zero entropy; if this part is 
trivial, the transformation is said to have completely 
positive entropy. It is very useful to know that a 
transformation has completely positive entropy: such 
transformations are mixing of all orders and 
invertible transformations are Kolmogorov automorphisms. 
Paper n considers th~ guestion of completely 
positive entropy when the measure space of the 
transformation T··is ~ G~spac~ for n compAct separ~ble 
group G. T is required to (S -commu te h'i th G-ac tion: 
,I 
T.g = ~g.T for all g in G, where ~ is a group 
endomorphism of G onto G. TS(G) denotes the induced 
transformation on the space of G-orbits. It is proved 
that if T is weakly mixing (has a continuous spectrum) 
and T~(G) has completely positive entropy, then T has 
completely positive entropy. This theorem 'lifts' the 
property of completely positive entropy from the 
orbit space to the fbndamen~al space. 
(iii) 
In Paper m, it is shown that under suitnble 
conditions (which are not in fact very restrictive) 
! 
I 
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FORM OF THESIS 
The thesis is· in the form of three papers: 
PAPER I 
Affine transformations of locally compact groups 
PAPER II 
Metric properties of transformations of G-spaces 
PAPER DI 
The addition theoremfor,the entropy of 
transformations of G-spaces 
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PAPER I 
AFFINE TRANSFORMATIONS OF LOCALLY 
, 
COMPACT GROUPS 
, 
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1 
INTRODUCTION 
This paper examines the dynamical system (G,m,T), 
1Ihere G is a locally compact topological group, m is 
Haar measure and T is an affine transformation, i.e. 
x = aA ,where a is a fixed ·element of G and A is a 
group automorphism of G. The main objective is to 
determine when T can be ergodic. 
In Part I, non-compact groups are considered. 
A result similar to that given in tlJ and 12] for 
group automorphisms i§ obtained ~or a~~ine 
trans~ormations: it is shown that if G is abelian or 
connected, then T cannot be ergodic unless it is one 
very exceptional type of' trans~ormation. An attempt 
i 
is made to obtain stroriger properties than non-ergodicity. 
For compact abelian groups, necessary and 
sufficient conditions ~or T to be ergodic have been 
given by F. Hahn [3J, A. H. M. Hoare and W. Parry L4J 
and P. lvalters [5J; Part n of the present paper gives 
these conditions for genera1-~ompact~groups~ . 
/ 
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PART I 
NON-COMPACT GROUPS 
1. ELE~IENTARY RESULTS 
1.1. DEFINITIONS. For a space of infinite measure, 
the definition of ergodicity is os follows: 
DEFINITION 1. T is ergodic if for any measurable set 
E cG, TE = E (mod 0) implies that m(E) = 0 or that 
m(G - E) = 0 
As T is rarely ergodic, other properties are 
sought; of particular i~terest is the notion of 
I 
, 
recurrence {see '[6], pi 10-12): 
DEFINITION 2. A point x in a measurable set EC G is 
said to be recurrent C1d th respect to E and T). if 
Tnx is in E for at least one positive integer n • 
The contrary notion is that of a 'hl'andering' set: 
DEFINITION ,. A measurable set E of positive measure 
is said to be a wandering set for T if the sets' 
• • • are pairwise disjoint.'~ 
3 
DEFINITIONS 4. If there exi sts a \'landering set for T, 
then T is said to be dissipative; if there is no 
~andering set, then T is said to be conservative. 
If T is conservative, then almost every point of 
G is recurrent «(6), p 11). The following ideas are 
easier to work with: 
DEFINITIONS 5. T is said to be comnressible if there , 
exists a measurable set E c: G such that TE c::: E and 
m(E - TE» O. In the contrary case, T is said to be 
'incompressible. 
Compressibility is equivalent to dissipation 
(and incompressibility to conservation) (CG), p 11). 
An arbitrary T has an e~sentially unique incompressible 
part Y: there 'exists n~ invariant rneasur6ble set y 
I 
, 
(TY = Y) such that T i~ incompressible on Y and there 
y. ~ n 
exists a \'1andering set F such that G - F' = U T F (mod 0). 
_t:1l> 
DEFINITION 6. If m{Y) = 0 , then T is said to be 
totally dissipative. (compressible). 
DEFINITION 7. If T preserves the measure m and G 
contains a sequence El C E2 c... of compact T invariant 
sets such that LJ E = G, then T will be said to 
n 
n 
, have Froperty A • 
/ 
Each E in the last definitioft is of finite 
n 
measure and so cannot be 'compressed' (since T 
preserves measure); thus, Property A implies 
incompressibility. 
In the appendix of [7], Yuzvinsldi defines yet 
another concept: 
DI~li'INITION 8. T is said to be l~eaklv pn,:odic if for 
4 
any measurable set EeG, TE = E implies m(I!;) = 0 or 
m(E) = aC. 
Clearly, T i~ weakly ergodic if T is totally 
dissipative and measure preserving; Property A 
denies weak ergodicity. 
1.2. THE EXCEPTIONAL CASE. The folloldng example 
is considered: G is the additive g~oup of the integers 
; 
and T is translation by one (Tx = x + 1). T is measure 
preserving, ergodic, weakly ergodic and (totally) 
dissipative. This example is unique in the sense that 
any transformation that is both ergodic and dissipative 
must be isomorphic to it, i.e. must have a single 
infinite orbit of atoms (any proper subset of a 
wandering set will generate a non-trivial invariant 
subset of' G). The f'olloldng example shows that the 
group in such a system does not have to be the integers. 
,/ 
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G is taken to be the semi-direct product of Z2 
(the integers mod 2) and the integers: every element 
of G can be '~itten in the form (x,y), where x is a 
or 1 and y is an integer; multiplication is given by 
x 
( xl' Y 1 ) • (x 2 ,y'2) = ( x 1 + x 2' Y 2 + (- 1) 2 y 1 ) 
addition in the tirst factor being mod 2. 
e.g. 
(1,5).(1,6) = (0,6 - 5) = (0,1) • 
A is given by 
A(x,y) = (x ,x - y) 
e.g. 
A(l,l) = (1,1 - 1) = (1,0) ; A(O,l) = (0,-1) • 
: 
a is put equal to (1,0)~ Tile orbit of' '(0,0) is: 
. . . , (1,2), 
, 
f 
(0,-1), (1,1), (0,0), (1,0), (0,1) 
(1,-1), (0,2), (1,-2), 
5 
Clearly, this s~t'contains every .lement of G, i.e. T 
has a single infinite orbit. 
Apart f~om this type rif transformation, T cannot 
be ergodic unless it is both weakly ergodic and 
incompressible; it will frequently be found that these 
two properties are mutually exclusive. 
1.3. SU13GHOUPS. ,Suppose that II is an A invariant 
(All = II) clo sed 110rm,,1 s\ll>.\~roup or G. 'l'G/JI nmI An/II 
\dll denote' the transformations induced on G/n by 
'1' and A; PH will denoie the natural projection of G 
onto G/H. 
In the work that follows, it will be useful to 
6 
deduce 'T has Property XI from ",'TG/ H 'has Property X I. 
P H-
1 
of a wandering set or an invariant set is 
wandering or invariant repectively and so X can be 
total dissipation, dissipation or non-ergodicity. 
PH-~ of a compact set will be compact only if H is 
compact and so X can be A only '''hen II is compact. 
1ft s6m~ ~ases,:it:will be impossible to avoid 
using non-compact invariant subgroups and so for 
, ,. 
convenience, the following definition is introduced: 
DEFINITION 9. T will be said to have Property B if 
there exists an A invariant closed normal subgroup H 
such that TG/H has pr~perty A. 
Clearly, Property B denies ergodicity: there are 
plenty of non-trivial invariant sets. 
1. '4. NON-~mASURE-FIU~SERYING TTIANS[o'onr·jATIO.NS. 
TiH~OTIEH. If T (loes not preserve the (left) Haar 
measure Ill, then T is totally dissipative, H'eakly 
ergodic and not ergodic. 
pnOOF. T is an open map and so m.T is a measure 
equivalent to m and 
m.T(gE) = m(aAg.AE) = m(AE) = m(aAE) = m.T(E) , 
i.e. m.T is left invariant. The uniqueness of IIaar 
measure implies that m.T = cm, where c is some 
positive constant. As T does not preserve m~ C ~ 1 • 
( -1) It is assumed that c <. 1 if not replace T by T • 
If TE = E , then m(TE) = m(E) = cruCE) and so 
In (10 must be zero or infini ty, i. e. T is l",ealdy 
I 
ergodic. I 
Let V be any set of finite non-zero measure 
00 
and let W = U Tny • 
n=O 
~ 
1 
7 
meW) ~ ;2' rn(Tny) ~ c~m(Y) m(Y) '< = = 1 .0, C 
-Tl.:O 
Tlv Co \v and m( Tlv) = cm ( IV) and so m (tv - TIV» 0 , i.e. T 
is compressible. As Y was chosen arbitrarily, T is 
totally dissipative (compressible). T is clearly not 
of the exceptional type of § .. 1.2 and so dissiration 
,/ implies non-crgodicity. 
Using the result of the theorem and ignoring the 
exceptional case of § 1.2, the relationships between 
th~ various properties that have been d~fined can be 
displayed as follows: 
. tota~issipation 
d ' , ·t' t/ ~ k d' 't J.ss~ J.on '\'ea -ergo J.CJ. y 
~ ~ 
non-ergodicity ergodicity 
pro~y B ~ncompreSSibility 
~, !l Property A 
The strong conditions (apart ::from ergodici ty) are 
total dissipation and Property A, only one of "hich 
! 
can occur in any given!system; these will be sought 
wherever possible. 
The theorem above gives a 'complete solution for 
an affine transformation that does not preserve 
left Hoar measure. The, theorem also applies' to ri~ht 
Hanr measure. In future, i t \~ill al,~ay s be assumed 
that T preserves both left and right I-Iaar weasures 
(m can be taken to be either). 
/ 
/ 
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1.5. TdO Ll!:N·;AS. These \dll be needed later. 
LEH\lA 1. If there exists a measurable function f 
i'rom G to C such that m(f- 1 (0» = 0 and 
f (Tx) = cf' (x) , 
\"here cis some constant of modulus not equal to one, 
then T is totally dissipative. 
raOOF. Let E be the measurable set 
. 2 
tx€G:lf(x)J e (lcl,lc\)l ; E is a wandering set 
aIJ 
and U Tne = G··- f- 1 (0) = G mod 0 • So T is totally 
n=- CiO 
dissipative. 
,LEMMA 2. If there exist measurable functions fl and 
f'2 f'rom G to C such that m'(f' 1- 1 (0», = 0 and 
f' 1 (Tx) = cf i (x) . . . ( 1 ) 
f 2 (TX) = cf2 (x) + f 1 (x) ••• (2 ) 
where c is Some constant, then T is totally dissipative. 
PROOF. For Icl I 1, lemma :is proved by applying 
Lemma 1 to fl. Assume now that \c\ = 1 • 
Let U = G -,f'l-l(O). fl and f'2 are restricted to U 
and (2) is divided by (1) to give: 
f..,(x) 1 
... 
+ - • c 
./ 
After !;1U1 tiplins; by c and taking real parts t this 
becol1\es: 
"here 
F(Tx) = F(x) + 1 , 
F(x) 
Cf2 (x) 
=Re f
1
(X) 
10 
Let E be the measurable set (xt G:F(x) t: (O,t]} ; E is 
a \'Iandering set and U TnE = U = G mod 0 and so T 
n=-.o 
is totally dissipative. 
1.6. TRANSLATIONS. Let G be any non-compact group 
Dnd suppose that Tx = ax. Let F be the closed subgoup 
of G generated by a; F is either compact or discrete. 
If F is compact, then for any compact neis;hbourhood U, 
, 
FU is compact and T inyariant and so T has Property A. 
IfF is discrete, then all sufficiently small sets 
will be wandering and so T is totally dissipative. 
1.7. DISCRETE GROUPS. If G is discrete, then every 
point is either periodic (Tnx = x) or is a ''Iandering 
set. So T either has Property A (all 'Points periodic)"or 
is dissipative (some points wandering) (totally 
dissipative if. all points are.~andcring but T can 
easily have a proper incompressible part) • 
/ 
I 
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.... ABELIAN GROUPS 
2.1. LE}~A. I£ T is an automorphism of euclidean 
n 
space R , then T is either totally dissipative or 
has Property A., 
11 
PHOOF. A coordinate te" h "Ru " t 
represented b:Y:n :_::p:eosen(x~(g)) i a:dP;1n is then 
x (g) 
n 
can be considered as a matrix. Let P be the Jordan 
canonical form of T, i.e. . -1 T = Q PQ, where Q is some 
non-singular matrix (note that in general, P and Q 
are complex, whereas T is real) and 
Y1(Tg) Y 1 Cg) c 1 0 y 1 (g) 
Y2(Tg) y 2(g) e 1 c 2 y 2 (g) / 
• = 
p 
• = '. 41 
• 
• • • 0 .. 
yn(Tg) Y (g) • yn(g) e n_1 c n 
where 
(
y ~ ( g ». = Q r ~ (g »" 
y (g) \x (g) 
n n 
and e i = 0 or 1 (if 01 = 1, c 1 = c 2 ' etc.,). 
g' 
, . 
,/ 
I 
The y. 's are linear combinations of the coordinate 
l. 
fUllctions and so it follows that m(y.-l(O» = 0 
l. 
for all i • Three cases are considered: 
(i) P has an eigenvalue of modulus not equal' 
to one. It can be assumed \'l.l.g. that I c11 f. 1 • 
Yl(Tg) = c 1Yl(g) and so Lemlna 1 of § 1.5'can be 
applied to give: T is f6tally~dissipative. 
(ii) ,c.1 = 1 for all i and P is not diagonal. 
1. 
It can be assumed l'l.l.g. that c 1 = c 2 and e 1 = 1. ' 
12 
Lemma 2 of § 1.5 can be applied to give: T is totally 
dissipative. 
(iii) 'c. , = 1 for ,all i and P is diagonal. 
l. 
m = 1, 2, ••• ; Em ~ contains the, origin and so is 
non-empty. E is"T invariant and as the y,'s are 
m 1. 
linear combinations of the coordinate functions, 
cO 
E 
m 
is compact and m( E ) :> 0 • Also U E = n R and so 
m m=l m 
T has Property A. 
Thus, T is either totally dissipative or has 
Property A. 
/ 
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2.2. THEOREM. Let C be the connected cOloponent of 
the identity of the nbelian group G. If G/C is compact, 
then any affine transformation T is either totally 
dissipative or has Property A. 
PIWOF. G = K~ Rn , ~I"here K is some, compact .I!;roup 
([8], ~ 2.4); K is unique and so is A invariant. 
By @ 1.3', it is suf:Cicient to consider TG/ K , which 
is an affine transformation on Rn. It is assumed 
from now on that G is Rn. 
The map -1 x -) x Ax is considered: this rlJap is 
continuous and so the range B is connected; in fact, 
B is a closed subgroup of Rn and so B = Rm, 0 ~ m ~ n, 
and G/B = Rn - m• B is A invariant. 
If alB, then I 
! 
T(xO) -1 . = aAx.B =axx Ax.D = ax.D , 
i.e. TG/D is just translation by POa. The closed 
sUbgroup generated by PBa is discrete (see § 1.6) and 
so TG/B and hence T (by § 1.3) is totally dissipative, 
. b- 1 Ab f some bLG. Tl If a~B, then a = or ~ ~us, 
-1 = b- 1 (A(bx», Tx = aAx = b AbAx 
i.e. T is isomorphic to A; the theorem follows from 
Lemma 2.1. 
/ 
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2.~. DISCONNECTED GROUPS. Mlen G/C is not com~;ct, 
·n result ~s strong as Theorem 2.2 cnnnot becxpectcd: 
a dissipative transformation of a discrete group 
(§ 1.7) can easily have a non-trivial incompressible 
part for example. 
2.4. LE}~A. If G i~ a totally disconnected non-compact 
abelian group, then T is dissipative or has Property A; 
if T has Property A, then ~ contains a compact open 
A invariant subgroup.F. 
PROOF. Deing totally disconnected, G has a compact 
. open subgroup H. Let }1k = AH.A
2H. • • • and let 
..0 
N = U :r-~~ .' :r-~c is a compact open subgroup of G and 
k=l 
M is an open subgroup of G and therefore closed. 
If H is contained in N, then tr.~J forms an open 
C~ver of H and consequently, H CMK for some K. Then 
A(NK) = A (HNr< ) = l-1K+1 • But HI( C. ~iK+1 and so ~rK must 
equal }~+1 (A is measure preserving), i.e. MK is an 
A invariant compact subgroup. By § 1.3, it is 
sufficient to consider TG/}A wh.ich is an affine 1{ 
transforma tion of a discrete group: theorem :('0110\"5 
from § 1.7. If T has Property A, put HK = F. 
/ 
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Suppose now that H is not ~ontained in M. Let 
N) 
loJ = U TnN • Tn}1 is a coset of AnN ,,'hich is an open 
n=O 
subgroup of rvr, Jlence, ei the:r- TnN is disjoint from }1 
for all n ~ 1 or rPrvr is contained in N for some p 
\vhich is chosen· as' small as possib+e. TPH C. 1>1 implies 
that TnPN c:..TPN for n = 1, 2, ••• ; otherl-.rise, Tm}1 is 
disjoint from H. Thus, the only elements of the set 
tTmM: m = 1 t. 2 t ••• } contained in H are all in the 
single coset rPM of APrvr. It follm\"s that the other 
cosets of APM are not in TW and so meW - TW» 0 
implying that T is dissipative. 
2.5. THEOREN. If G is a general non-compact abelian 
group, then T is dissipative or has Property A. 
PROOF. If the conn~cte~ component of the ide?t±ty Cis 
compact'or ~/C is co~pact or TG/e is dissipative, 
then the theorem foIl Ol~S . ir.llnediately-from § 1.:3 and 
Theorem 2.2.'-Sb,'uslngthe.last lemma, it is assumed 
that TG/C has Property A. By Lemma 2.4, G/e contains 
a compact open AG~~- invariant subgroup Fie; all the 
orbits of TGIF are finite and so for an element gf G, 
TP (gF) = gF for some P \'lhich is chosen as small 
as possible and Tn(gF) is disjoint from gF 
,/ 
/ 
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for n = 1, '2, • •• • TPis also an affine transformation: 
TP = a AP • 
P 
.. 
For an element xEF, 
i.e. ~ on gF is equivalent to the affine 
transformation S(g) = (g-la APg)AP on F. 
P 
By Theorem 2.2, S(g) is totally dissipative or 
has Property AI'T restricted to U Tl'l:( gF) hns the 
, 
corresponding property. As U Tn(gF) ~s open in G, 
T is dissipat~ve if S(g) is totally dissipative for 
any g and T has Property A if S(g) has Property A 
for all g. 
I 
I 
/' 
/ 
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). CONNECTED GROUPS 
). 1. TIlEOREr.I. An nffine transforllla tion T of a 
connected group G is totally'dissipative ,or has 
Property B. 
t'IWOF. Being connected, G contains a l:1aximal compact 
normal subgroup H such that G/H is a Lie group with no 
compact normal subgroups ([9),p 172). H is A 
invnriant and so by § 1.3, it is sufficient to 
,consider TG/H • So from now on, G is assumed to be a 
Lie group ld th no compact subgroups. 
The adjofnt representation U is considered: U(g) 
is the automorphism induced on the Lie algebra of G 
by the inner automorphism x~gxg-lof the group. 
I 
U(g) can be considered ~as a matrix. The kernel of the 
representation is the centre Z of G; it will be 
assumed that G is not abelian '(the abelian case lvas 
dealt with in §"2.2) in'~'\Thich. case G/Z is not comnact. 
The affect of T on the adjoint representation 
is as follow's; 
-1 ()-1 -1 « ( -1 ) -1 -1' (Tg)x(Tg) = aAg.x Ag , a = a A g A x g )a • 
So U(Tg) = U(a)I3U(g)I3- 1 , where I3 is the automorphism 
/ 
/ 
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of the Lie algebra induced by A; n can bc considered 
as a constant matrix. Let M be the subdiagonal Jordan 
canonical form of V(a)3: M = PV(a)p-1; let N be the 
superdiagorial Jordan form of B: N -1 = QDQ and put 
V(g) = PU(g)Q-1. Thcn 
PV(Tg)Q-1 == }~PU(g)Q-1N 
or 
V(Tg) = ~N(g)N • 
Ivri tten out in full this is: 
v 11 (Tg) v 12 (Tg) • • • ~ 
V 21 (Tg)' v 22 (Tg) ••• 
= 
• 
• 
• 
0 ••• 11(g) . .. 
"2 • • • v 21.Cg ) • • • 
• • 
,.here d i = 0 or 1, c j =0 or 1, ),1 =).2 if d 1 = 1 etc. 
The v .. 's are lincar combinations of the clements of 
~J 
:_ ' -1 
V(g) and so either v .. = 0 or m(v.. (0» = O. The ~J- ~J 
• 
rem.:lindcr of the proof consists of pic :<ing out functions 
to which Lemma 1 or Lemma 2 of § 1.5 can bc anplied. 
On multiplying out, the right hand~side of the above 
equation becomes: 
}.1 ~1 v 11 
d1~lv11 + ~2~1v21 
• 
• 
• 
• • • A1e1vll ~ )..1f1-2 v 12 
d1elvl1+~2elv21+dl~v12+A2f2v22··· 
• 
• 
. . . 
• • • 
/ 
I 
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TG/ Z (and hence T) ldll be totally dissipative if any 
.of the follo'ving apply: 
a) 
v 11 t 0 and I A1 t-'-1 I ! 1 (apply Lemma 1) ; 
b) 
v 11 t 0 and e 1 = 1 (apply Lemma 2 to },l v 11 and v 12); 
c) 
vii t 0 and d 1 = 1 (apply Lemma 2 to 1"'1 v 11 and v 21 ); 
d) 
vii - 0 ilnd ).2 e l v 21 + d 1f42 v 12 i 0 (apply Lemma 
I~i~j I = 1, i, j = 1, 2. Should this last condition 
apply, to the bloclc 
v 12 v13 
·the condition move on v 22 v23 
on v .. (i, j = 1, 2) implies that this block behaves 
~J 
in the same sort of way:under T as did the previous 
block and so this block: can be analysed in the same 
/ 
way. If t6tal ~iisip~tion is still not implied, 
" ~ontinue moving along the first two rows and then, 
if necessary start on rows 2 and 3, etc. If total 
dissipation is not illlplied at any Doint, then 
Vij(Tg) = Ai/\jVij(g),I~irj/'= 1, for all i and j. 
If this is the case, invariant compact neighbourhoods 
in G/Z can be obtained by restricting the moduli of 
•• St ~.e. the v' . TG/ Z has Property A and so T has ~J 
Property B. 
2 
20 
H~)\JAnK • It is very pro~able that an af£ine 
trallsformation of a connected group is totally 
dissipative or has Property A. The proof of 
Theorem 3.1 gives this if Z is t~ivial or compact; 
for an abelian group this result is given by 
Theorem 2.2. It can be proved in a number of other 
situations without too much difficulty but the general 
case appears t~ be evasive. The total dissination/ 
Property A relation is thus a property of connected 
Spaces: it \\'ould be interesting to know' exactly wha t 
conditions are needed for a transformation to possess 
it. 
GENERAL NON ... ADZLIAN GROUPS. Results for an 
affine transformation of a general non-compact group 
! 
.depend on results for a totally disconnected, 
non-abelian, non_discrete,non-compact group: at 
present, not enou,':l;h is )(nOlolIl about the structure oC 
such groups to be able to solve the problem - does 
an automorphism of such a group al~ays have an 
inVariant compact open subgroup? 
./ 
/ 
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PART ]I 
C01-1PACT GROVPS 
4. THE SPECTRilll OF T 
4.1. HEPRESENTATIONS. Representation theory of a 
compact group will be used (a~ in fio] , Chapter 5 
for example). The following clarifieS notation: 
By a 'representation of G' will always be meant a 
21 
continuous unitary representation of G. Every compact 
group G has a set of irreducible representations: {vi, 
each of which is finite dimensional and so Can be 
, 
Considered as a ~atrix/group: V"'(g) = (u. ~ (g» • 
~J 
uo<. is said to be equivalent to V~ if U-«g) ... = QU~(g)Q-1 .. 
for all g in G, where Q is some constant matrix. 
[U~J denotes the class of all representations 
equiValent to U ; Ker V .... denotes tbe kernel of uO\ : 
Ker V 0(.. depends only on. the class of U 0<. : l\.er V~ = Ker [U~. 
The continuous i'unctions (u. j~} consti tute an 
~ ij"" 
orthogonal basis for L2 (G). F(UOC ) "'ill denote the 
./ 
/ 
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9 
subspace of L-(G) generated by the clements of U~ . 
Ii' (U-<) depends only on the cIa ss of U'" : F (if-) = F' ( [U"']) • 
"The affine transformation T (= aA) acts as a unitary 
operator on L2 (G) : f{g) T > f(Tg) = fT(g) - the same 
symbol is used for the operator as,for the 
transformation'but it is written on the right. 
4.2. TYPES Oft' SPECTRWI. 
DEFINITION. If H is a T invariant subspace of L2 (G) 
o 
CH T = H ) 00' then TH 
o 
(T restricted to H ) is said 
o 
to have discrete spectrum if there exists a 'complete 
brthogonal basis te.} for H such that e.(Tg) = c.e (g) 
tl. 0 l. l.i' 
~here c. is some constant of modulus one. l. 
DEFINITION. If H is a:T invariant subspace of L2 {G), 1 
then T is said to ha~e Lebesgue spectrum if there 
Hl ' 
exists a complete orthogonal basis rf':i..;j'~ for Hl such 
tho t f'. . T = f'. . 1 • l.,J l.,J+ 
ll.3. TJIlWREN. L 2 (G) = Ho + Hl ' ,;here TIl has 
o 
discrete spectrulll and Tn hns Lebesgue spectrum. 
1 
Tne basis functions Lor Ho and H1 can all be tal~en 
to be continuous Lunctions on G • 
/ 
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PROOF. For an irreducible representation U~ , 
U~An is also an irreducible representation and there 
are two possibilities: 
(i) U oI..~r("')' . Ii. 1S 1n [U;]for some positive integer 
r(~) which is Chosen as small as possible; 
(ii) U~n is not in [Uol]for any n in which case 
r (~) is put e '1 ua Ito e.D. 
Tn is affine: Tn = a An and so F(U~Tn) = F(U~An). 
n 
d> 
Let E(~) = U F(U~Tn) : E(U~) is T invariant. 
_CP 
If r (~) < 0.0, then E (U .... ) is fini te dimensional and 
as T is unit~ry, TE(U~) has a complete set of 
orthogonal eigenfunctions fe.<><} : e.O( (Tg) = c.""e.""(g) , 
~ 1 1 1 1 
I c .... ( 
1 
= 1 • The e.~ 's are 
1 
linear combin'a tions of .-
u. ~ Tn, 5 ane!. so are continuous func ti ons on G. 
1J I 
H
o 
is put eCjual to Ld t.E(U""):r(oc:.) <OO}. 
If r(o<) = 00, then the set tUij,",Tn:n = 0, ±1, ±2, ••• ~ 
is pairKise orthogonal and so TE(UO'-) ':has Lebesgue,.~~ , ' 
spectrum. H1 is put equal to ~ [E(U"'-) :r(o{) = ~J. 
H always contains the one-dimensional subspace 
o 
of constant functions F(Uo) = E(Uo), UO denotes the 
° constant representation throughout - c = 1 • 
// 
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ERGODICITY CONDITIONS. T is ergodic if and 
<) 
only if the only T invariant LW function on G is 
constant a.e. Clearly, aT invariant :function IilUSt 
be orthogonal to H1 (as in the theorem) and so is a 
linear combination of eigenfunctions; such a function 
is T invariant'if and only if the corresponding 
eigenvalues are all equal to one. So T is ergodic if 
and only if c.~ = 1 implies that ~ = 0 • 
~ 
THEORE~I. If G has a countable topological base, 
then T is ergodic if and only if T has a dense orbi~, 
i.e. for some point.g in G, the topological closure 
o 
·of' the set trngo 1 is equal to G. 
PROOF. 
c. 
~ = 1 • Then e.~(Tng:) .. = e.6(go) f'or all n. As e. ~ ,0 ~ ~ 
is continuous on G, e. 0(. must be constant, i. e. 0\ = 0 
~ 
and so T is ergodic. 
TIle converse is a special case of a well known 
result <C6J, Lemma p 26): almost every orbit of an 
ergodic measure~rreserving tr~ftsformati6n o:fa~to~ological 
space with a countable base is dense. 
For G abelian, this result was proved by 
p. \~alters ([5], Theorem 1). 
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5. CONN~CT:!:D GROUPS 
Throughout this section, it will he assumed that 
G has a countable topological base. 
T!GWREN. If G is a connected Lie group, then T 
can be ergodic only if.G is a t6~us. 
FHOOF. G is of the form C®D ~ , h'here C is a 
connected abelian group isomornhic to SO.ile subgroup 
of the c~ntre Z of G, D is'a finite direct nroduct of 
simple Lie groups and N is a subgroup of the centre 
of C®D «(11). Clearly, Z = C® Z' N ,where, Z' is the 
centre of D. So G/Z is isomorphic to D/Z' ,V'hich is a 
sCllIi- simple Lie group. I,h particular, the fundamcn tal 
group of G/z is,finite·friO]). AG/z is an automorphism 
of a semi-simple Lie .~roup «nd so is an isometry 
(with respect to the left and ri~ht invariant metri~ 
in G/Z: follows from the fact that the induced 
au tOlliorphi sm on the Lie algebra of Gis an isometry, [10J ) 
and hence, TG/Z is an isometry. 
Suppose that T is er,r;odic. Then'TG/Z is also 
[ n'? cr~od.ic :.llId so has f\ dense orbi t TG IZ g ! . 
.".4 0 
By a I{ell 
k1101V'11 thoorelll of' Hallllos, and von NeulIlann, G/Z cnn be 
,/ 
/ 
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Illade in to a torus by defining a (new) mul tiplica tion 
I 'm n l11+n on G Z by putting TG/Z go·TG/Z go = TG/z go and 
Gxtending continuously to the whole of G/z. So G/Z is 
tODologically a torus (of dimension q say) with a 
fundamental group Z1 . This leads to a' contradiction 
unless, q = 0, in which cas, G/Z is a point and so the 
proof is complete. 
5.2. Ll~W'1A (Hoare and Parry [4], Theorem 3). I:f G is 
connected and abelian and T is ergodic, then r(o(.) <00 
imr.lies that UCloC.A = U" (r(o() = 1). 
PROOF. In this case, the U 0(., s are one-dimensional 
(characters) and Ud>... equivalent to UI.1 implies that 
U ...... = U fJ. As G is connected, all the characters are 
of in:fini te order «UII()n -t UO for any n for all ot... -t 0). 
! 
Suppose that T is ergodic and ,that uo.( is a character 
for '\'hich r (.,q < t:iD. Consider the function 
f(g) = U;C(g).if"A(g) + U"'(Tg).U~(Tg) + ••• + 
(-- denotes comnlex conjugation). f is a linear 
combination of distinct non-trivial characters unless 
r(-.) = 1. f is T invnriant and so must be constant a.c. 
// 
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imrlying that a linear combination o£ distinct 
characters is constant. This is not possible and 
so r(~) must be equal to one. 
5.3. THSOREM. If.G is connected, then T is ergodic 
if and only if 
(i) r(oI..) <'cO implies that U is one-dimensional 
<:Ind U"A = U-<' (r(~) = 1) ; 
(ii) {Paean)} is dense in Gin, where D is the 
closed normal subgroup of G generated by,the el6ments 
[g-lAg : g~G} (P B denotes the natural projection of 
G onto Gin). 
PROOF. B is A invariant and so 
T(g3) = aAgS = ag(g-~Ag)n = agE, 
i.e. TG/D is just multin'lication by pua • Note that 
condition (ii) implies that G/B is abelian. 
Suprose that T is ergodic. Then TG/B is ergodic 
and by Theorem 11:.5, has a dense orbit [TG/Dngo~ = 
t(Pna )ngo1 . r';ultiplying on the right by go -1 this 
becomes: [pB(an») is dense in Gin. 
Suppose that U ot.. is a representation for \vhich 
r (..c.) 
.r(",,) <.00 • Let H = n Kcr U'An • H is an' A invariant 
n=l 
closed normal subgroup of G and G/M is a Lie group~ 
,/ 
/ 
So TG/~'l is an ergodic ni'i'ine transformation oi' a 
connected Lie group. Dy Theorem 5.1, GIN must be 
abelian. Hence, U is one-dimensional and U~A = U~ 
by Lemma 5.2. 
Now,~conversely, suppose that (i) and (ii) are 
28 
satisi'ied. By §, 4.4, it is only necessary to consider 
the tt<-'s for \'lhich r(.,I,.) <.00 (in this case r(co(,.) = 1); 
these form a basis for I-I (as in Theorem 4.3). For such 
o 
a u~, u"'A = U~implies that Uol.(g-1 Ag ) = 1: it folloh's 
that U~(D) = 1. Thus U ~is essentially a character 
on G/B. TG/D has a dense orbit and so is ergodic by 
Theorem 4.5. ConseQuently, Ho contains no T invariant 
(TG/B invariant) functions other than constants and 
so T is ergodic. 
For G abelian, this result ~as proved by 
A. H. ~I. Hoare and 'v. Parry «(4), Theorem 4). 
/ 
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6. DISCONreECT~D GROUPS 
6.1. FINITE GROUPS. When G is not connected, the 
conditions for the ergodicity of T are rather less 
restrictive than Theorem 5.3: consider the following: 
2 G is S~ h'"hich has elements I, P, P , Q, PQ, QP; 
.') 
,":) Q2 'j 
P- = = I, P'-'Q = QP; T is lIIultiplication on the 
lcrt by P and on the right by Q. T is ergodic: T has 
orbit I, PQ, 1'2, Q, P, QP. All representations of-G 
lIlust be periodic under A (AX = QXQ) but nre not all one 
dimensional since G is not abelian and so condition (i) 
of Theorem 5.3 is not satisfied. Any affine 
transformation of a finite group is ergodic only if 
it is of this type, i.e. has a single orbit. 
6.2. AN EXAl-1PLE. The exnmple given no'\" shmvS that even 
'''hen G/C is fini te (C being the connected' comTlonent 
01 the identity) the group structure of G does not 
have to be trivial (G/C ® C for example) h'"hen T is 
ergodic - the transi'ormation is of a simple nature of 
course. G/C will be S, as in § 6.1; this-g~6up c~n be 
represented as a ilintrix group: 
,/ 
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(;1 0 0) ~ 0 1) (0 ° 1) \ 1 0 0) I = 0 lOP = 1 0 0 Q = 0 1 ° PQ = ° 0 1 etc. 
001 010 100 010 
C is given by matrices of the form 0 yO, where 
(
X ° 0) 
o ° z 
x, y and z are' complex numbers of modulus one: C is 
just the three torus. The form of G is now' clear: the 
elements of C are multiplied by the matrices above. 
T is given by 
TX = (~ ~ ~) X (~ : ~) , ""'here a, b, c, p, q, r 
o cOr 0 0 
, (nbrn l' I' are 1ntegrally idependent a = 1mp 1es n = m = 0 
etc.) complex numbers of unit modulus. It is easy to 
see that T6 is an ergodic rotation on the torus C 
and so it follOlvs trw t T is ergodic. 
ERGODICITY CONDITIONS. For G not connected, 
ergodicity conditions of the kind given in Theorem 5.3 
are very unplensant: this paper will be content to 
leave t~em as in § 4.4 and § 4.5. 
./ 
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l'APlm ]I 
NBTRIC PROPERTIES OF TRANSFOR1-1ATIONS 
OF G-SPACES 
, , 
I 
! 
./ 
1 
INTRODUCTION 
It is very useful to know that a measure 
preserving transformation T has completely positive 
entropy; if this is the case, then T is mixing of all 
orders; if, in'addition, T is invertible, then T is a 
Kolillororov automorphism. An account of all this can 
be :foulld in Rochlin's survey article I: 3 J • The present 
paper considers comrletely positive entropy when the 
basic measure space (M,~,~) is also a G-space :for a 
compact separable group G. To be precise, the 
following theorem is proved: 
THEOREH A. Let T be a measure preserving transforma:tion 
of a Lebesgue space (M,a,~) which is also a G-space 
for a compact separable group G. If T satisfies the 
following conditions: 
(i) T is weakly mixing 
(has continuous spectrum, see [4], p 39); 
(ii) T U" -commutes Ivith G-action, i.e. Tg = c-gT 
for all g in G, where C" is a group endomorphi sm of 
G onto G (see § 2); 
/ 
(iii) Tg(G) has completely positive entropy 
(see § 1), 
then T has completely positive entropy. 
This theorem 'lifts' the property of having 
completely posi ti ve entropy i'rom the factor-
transformation TS(G) on the space of G-orbits to 
the transformation T itself. The concepts and 
notation used in stating the theorem \.-111 ue 
Considered in more detail in Sections 1 and 2; 
Section 3 prove~ the theorem for certain types of 
group endomorphism cr; Section 11: completes the 
proof and Section 5 considers some applications. 
An important corollary to Theorem A is that an 
ergodic group eridomorphism has completely positive 
entropy (see s 5.1). This result "as finally proved by 
Yuzvinsrdi (1 J in 1965, the abelian case having 
been proved by Rochlin [2] the previous year. Some of 
Rochljn's and· ¥uzvinskii's results on the structure 
of compact groups "are employed (f'or convenience 
proofs of these are given in an appendix) but the 
notion of a G-space leads" to a simpler proof and a 
2 
/ 
more general result: Theorem A can be applied to 
automorphisms of nilmanifolds for example (see § 5). 
3 
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1. E~TnOPY THSORY 
It will be assumed that the reader is acquainted 
with~the entropy ,theory of measure preserving 
transformations. The purpose of the brief summary 
given below is to clarify notatiort and to state 
results needed later; all reTerences are to Rochlin's 
survey article [31. 
1. 1. L8DESGUl~ SPACI~S AN!) PAnTITIONS • The fundamental 
measure ~pace (M;S,~) is a-Lebesgue ~pace (tiorclalized 
so that~(M) = 1), i.e. the non-atomic part of 
(I.: ,"6 ,f'") is measure theoretically point isolllorphic to 
the uni t interval \";1 th Lebesgue sets aad measure. 
All partitions of N '1'111.' be assumed to be measurable. 
, 
A partition t ~ generates a sub-algebra ~ of ~ and 
-"" 
conversely, an arbitrary sub-algebra 1 is generated 
by a uni~ue partition ~ (uniqueness, equality, ct~. 
are all considered mod 0). Tho space Hit consisting 
-'\ 
of eloiilonts of ~ together \Vi th ~ and t' restricted, ' 
to i is also a Lebesgue space. 
The set of partitions is partially ordered by 
putting S ~ "') if ! C ~ ; f. denotes the maximal 
/ 
5 
partition, i.e. the partition of M into distinct 
. points and \) denote s the minimal parti tion, i. e. the 
trivial partition Khosc only element is M itself. 
For a sequence o~ _, parti tions, ~ l' 52' -... 
f\ fn denotes the largest partition- S such that 
n 
for all n and V·r 
. !>n denotes the smallest 
n 
parti tion 1J such that "') ~ ~ n for all n. 
1.2. 'l'HA~~S[i'OrUjATIONS. For a measure preserving 
transforl:lation T and a parti tion S , T- 1 ~- denotes 
the partition 1.hose elements are the inverse images 
of the clements of ~ • 1 is said to be T invariant 
if T ... l~ ~ ~ and to be cOIllpletely T invariant if 
T- 1 , = ~ . If g is T invariant; then T induces a 
measure preserving factor-transforlnation T ~ on HIS • 
T~ is invertible if and only if --g is completely 
T invariant. 
For any measure preserving transformation T, 
'there exists a unique l:1axil11al completely T invariant 
00 
1\ -11 partition oc.. (T) =. T E.-
, n=O 
T~ is invertible. 
([31, S 3.5). Clearly, 
/ 
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1.3. CO~~LETELY POSITIVE ENTROPY. The entropy of a 
measure preserving transformation T is denoted by h(T) 
(l3J, § 9). In the set of' partitions {~:h(T~) = 01 
there exists a Illaximul partition 11 (T) kno'~n as 
T'ins.i;:er's partition ([3], § 11.5). h(T'"I') = 0 if and 
only if "'f') ~ "Ii (T); 'Ti (T) is completely T invariant and 
so ." (T) ~ co. (T); for any integer n ~ 1, "'1 (Tn) = '\1 (T) 
and if' T is invertible, "'fl (T- 1 ) =-11(1'). 
T is said to have completely positive entropy if' 
-r'\(T) = \) or equivalently, if every non-trivial 
factor-transformation has positive entropy. 
If S 1 ' 5 2 ~ ••• is an increasin~ seC']uence of' T 
invariant partitions such that V '!n = t. and T t-
n n 
has completely positive .entropy f'or all n, then T has 
completely positive entropy ([3J, § 1~~4). 
1.4. I3EHNOVLLI ;\UTOl'iORPI-II S1':S. An important exampl e 
of a class of transformations having completely 
positive entropy is given now·. The measure space 1'1 
is the direct product of a two-way infinite sequence 
of' copies of a Lebesgue space X known as the state 
00 
space. A point of· M is given by a sequence t xn ~ -..0 
and T is defined by , . \>There y = x .. n n+l 
7 
This system is 1~no1;n as a Bernoulli automorphism. 
Of particular interest in tho present paper is the 
case lfilere X is a compact separable group; N is then 
a compact separable group also Dnd Tis a ~roup 
. autolilor/1hism. Such a system is 1\:no"'n ''lS a Bernoulli 
~roup [lutomorpi1ism. All Dernoulli autolllorphisms have 
completely positive entropy ([3J, § 1~.10). 
1.5. AUTm:onl'BIS;·\S OF TOHI. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for an endomorphism ~ of a 
compact to be ergodic is that U.d"" n should not group ~ 
be equivalent to U. for eyery irreducible unitary 
~ 
representation U. of the gro,up. upurt :from the constant 
~ 
representation U ([41, ~ 54). In particular, an 
o 
ergodic group endomorphism has a continuous spectrum. 
I 
~l1en (S" is an automorphism of' a fini te~dimensional 
torus, ~ can be represented as a matrix A with 
integer entries and deterlllinant ± 1. The ergodicity 
condition becomes: A is ergodic if and only if A has 
no roots of unity as eigenvalues. Sinai 151 and 
Arov (61 proved that 
heAl = log \ )..1\ + ••• + log I ~ l , n 
A 1 t • • • ,A nre the eigenvalues of A of n 
8 
modulus greater than onc. So heAl is zero if and only 
if all the eigenvalues of A li~ on the unit circle. 
If this is the case, it can be proved that all the 
eigenvalues nre roots of unity. Hence an ergodic 
[:~roup automorphism of a torus has positive entropy 
( L 2], § :>.'~). 
/ 
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2. ,: 'noPl!::n'IES 0;.' G-SPACES 
2.1. DEFINITION. (H,'t3,/'A) is a G-space,for a comract 
separable group G,if G acts as a group of invertible 
measure preserving transformations of M satisfying 
the following conditions: 
(i) g.(h.x) = gh.x a.e. for all g, h in G 
and x in £.1; 
e.x = x a.e. t\,;here e is the identity of G; 
(iii) the representation 
by f{x)--? f(g-l.x) = U f{x) is continuous, i.e. g 
for f, h in L 2 (N}, JUg f.i1 dr is a continuous 
f'unction from G to <C. 
As g is measure preserving, U is unitary and 
,g 
so g ~ Ug is a continuous unitary representation 
of G. 
~.2. ORDIT Pi\';TITIONS. Sup]"1ose that o.l'~'f\) is a 
G-space as above and that H is a subgroup of G. 
The II-orbit partition . ~ (I-I) of' 11 is defined to be the 
partition generating the ~lgebra 
, ,?UI) = {E E '6) : ,.,.. (gE ~ E) = 0 for all g in H 1 
/ 
(D. denotes syr~l:;lCtric difference) •. 
Orbit partitions have the followin& easily 
verified, properti"es: 
10 
(i) the contin~ty of the induced representation 
of G implies that ~(II) = ~ {H), "here IT is the 
topological closure of H; 
(ii) ~ (e) = £ • ,
(iv) if H1:J H2 :::> ••• is a sequence of closed 
subgroups of ,G· such that·' n H .. = e, then the 
. n 
n 
continuity of the induced representation of G implies 
that 
(v) similarly, if H1 C. H2 C. ••• is a sequence of' 
subgroups such that U 1-1 = G , then .1\ ~ (H ) = ~ (G) • 
n n 
n n 
2.3. O"'-CmU,iUTU:G prWp:~nTY. The measure preserving 
. transformation T is said to ,,"-commute .dth G-action 
if T(g.x) = o-(g).Tx, I.here c- is a group endomorphism 
of G. Clearly, ~(G) is T invariant if this h~ppens. 
A sub~roup II of' G is said to be cs- invariant if' 
crH ~ H and to be completely ~ invariant if' d'H = H. 
If' H is (j invariant, then ~ (tJ) is T invariant. 
11 
If II is a (J invariant closed normal subgroup of 
G, then N/S(II) is also a G-space: in fact it is a 
G/H-sp.:lce as II acts trivially on !'V~ (II). For such an 
H, T~(II) (j G/fC C01;u;1Utes .. dth G/H-action on ivi/~(H), 
,;llere cr G/ll denotes the endomorphism induced in G/H 
by C' • 
If H is a cO:i1pletely ~ invariant closed subgroup 
of G, then T O""n-commutes Kith II-action, 1.here O-H 
denotes the restriction of 0"" to H. 
If T is invertible, then T1(G) is invertible also. 
2.4. I:-;VAr:rANCE OF "'T1 (T) u:r-w;m G-ACTION. A parti tion 
~ is said to be G invariant if gS = ~ for all g in G. 
If T O"'-com"iUtes \d tIl: G-action and (j (g) = g for 
some g in G, then ( -1 and g "11 (T» is completely 
T·-invariant and T n (T -1 ) is isomorphic to. T~ 
g g.." 
and so has zero entropy implying that g~' ~ 
(g-ln ~ -n) or equivalently, 11 ~ g-l.." • Hence .,-, (T) 
must be equal to gTl(T) • 
Suppo se no.1' that cr is densely period.ic, i. e. 
there exists a dense sU!Jset 1\ of G such that cr is 
periodic on every elenent of' K~ For any g in K, 
/ 
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n 
cr g = g for sollte n so that 
Thus ~(T) is invariant under all the clements of K. 
The coninuity of the induced representation of G 
il;lplies that 1'"\ (T) is invariant under the ",-hole of G. 
~.5. ,:L"\GOJIC G.-ACTION. G-action on (!.1,~,r-) is said 
to be ergodic if ~ (G) =", i.e. if· t'- (E L:l.g8) = 0 
for some set E in ~ for all g in G inplies that 
~(E) = 0 or 1 or equivalently, U f = f for some f in g 
L2(J-J) and all g in G implies that f is constant a.e. 
If a rarti tion ~ of His G invariant, then N/f 
is also a G-space. 
LEI'-JlI1A. If T~(G) has completely positive entropy and 
"Tt (T) is G invariant t then G acts ergodically on l·1/1i( T) • 
PROOF. Let S'(G,1'1) be the G-orbit partition of r-r!-o(T). 
"""' -" 
nut ~(G,.,,) c. ~(G), sholling that Tg(G,.,.,) is a factor-
transformation of Tg(G) and so has completely' 
positive entropy. Hence ~(G,.,,) = \) , i.e. G acts 
ersodically on }l,frr (T) • 
,/ 
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Assu::nlG THAT -neT) .. ~. Suppose no\-{ that T satisi'ies 
the condi tions of Theore'il A nnd that -n (T) is G 
iri.varill.nt. The \.ea;..:ly lili~dng property of T carries 
over to T-tl ; T1'\ C""-comJnutes 'dth G-action on r·;frdT); 
by the last le:!1li1a, T~(G,~) is trivial (and so has 
completely positive entropy), i.e. T~ satisfies 
the requirements of Theorem A. It is req~ired to 
prove that -n(T) = \) or equivalently, ?·1/-11(T) is . 
t~ivial (consists of a single atom). 
So once it has been established that ~ (T) is G 
invariant, only i·J..,., (T) has to be considered. Dy 
replll.cing i-I by' J.i/1i (T), T by T-n , it can 'be assumed 
that !TT(T) .. ::;: ~. The proof ,of .Theorem A -is then. 
reduced' to sho\,'ing thll. t . His trivial. 
~.6. A9JUSTH!G a- I:--I TlmO:1~N A. At certain points 
in tIle proof of Theorem A, i·t 1I"ill be convenient to 
be able to replace the endomorphism ~ by 
(i) an automorphism; 
(ii) n (J" ,n bein~ aIt integer ":7 1 ; 
) -1 ( (iii (j a- here must be an automorphism). 
This is done as follows: 
/ 
(i) It is assw11cd that ,T satisi'ies tho 
~ 
condi ti ons of Thcorcm A. Let P be nny sot in T- 1 fi 
P = T- 1 Q , ',l'ilcre Q is some sct in n. Clcnrly, 
~P C T- 1 (O-,C;.Q). On the other h.::md, let x be :'lny 
no in tin T - 1 ( 0" g • Q) i Tx = fS g • y , y sam e I) 0 i n tin Q. 
( -1 ) i!! .,.. -1 L T- 1 Q P S . T g x = y c;; '." , l.. c. .'!; x ~ =. 0 X l. s in gPo 
-1 ~ Tli ere for e g P = T ( cT g • Q ) and so g PET E i i t follo,;s 
that T- 1 € is G invariant. F6r'h in the closed 
-1 
normal subgroup ~ e, hP = P and so it ~ollows that 
(1'-l e acts trivially (leaves almos,t all points fixed) on 
• Similllrly, T-n .. -n l.S G l.nvariant and ~ e 
ClO 
acts trivially on H/T-ne. Consequently, 0<. (T) = /\ T.,.n~ 
, n=O 
is G invariant and the closed norllJal subgroup 
F = U o--ne acts trivilllly on ].l/o(. (T). 
n=l 
As ~ (T) " 0< (T), T has completely posi ti ve entropy 
if and only if To(. hns and so' it is sufficient to 
consider the invertible transformation T~, ~/F-commuting 
ld th G/F-action on }l/OI. (T). crG/l~ is a group automorphism. 
'( ii ) If T satisfies the conditions of Theorem A, 
then Tn \dll sa tisfy these condi tions also but lri th 
0" n in p 1 ace o.f (f. As ","d Tn ) =.." ( T), Tan d <r" Can be 
d b Tn and replace Y 
n (7' 
• 
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(iii) If T is invertible and satisfies the 
condi tions 0[' Theorem A, t:r being an au tomorphi sm, 
then T- 1 'ill satisfy these conditions also but with 
cr -1 in 11 1ace of cr. As 1'\ (T";l) = -rr(T) , T and 0" can 
-1 -1 be replaced by T and cr • 
/ 
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3. FROOF OF TIIBOREH A Fon c;:;;nTAIN SPECIAL CASES, 
In this section, Theorem A is proved for four 
types of group automorphism a ; T is assumed to be 
invertible (§ 2.6, (i». 
3.1. THEOREM. If T satisfies the conditions of 
Theorem A with G acting ergodically on M, then either 
~~ is tri vinl or 
(ii) T has Lebesgue spectrum in the orthogona1 
comple~ent of the invariant subspace of constant functions. 
PROOF. Representation theory is used; the terminology 
of (9J, Chnpter I is employed: the compactness of G 
implies that the representntion U induced on L2 (M) by 
G-action is discretely;decomposable into a direct sum 
of primary representations, i.e. L2 o.n = EH. , where 
~ 
U restricted to II. can be represented as A.U. , lvhere 
~ ~ ~ 
U. is an irreducible I1ni tnry representation '''hich is 
~ 
unique to 1o'i thin e<1ui valence nnd A. is its 
~ 
multiplicity (possibly infinite at this stage). This 
decomposition is unique and 1-1. is orthogonal to H. for ~ J 
i I j ( Vi is not equivalent to U. for i J I j ) • It ,dll 
be convenient to write IJ(U. ) for H .• ~ ~ 
/ 
An orthonoriilCll sct or bnsis vectors 
••• , c i 1.n' c i21 , ••• , c. l' ~A· ~ 
. . . , c . 
~>-i n 
(n bcing the di~cnsion of the rcpresentation) is 
cho sen in II. such that: 
~ 
= U. (g) 
~ 
e .. 1(x) ~J 
• 
• 
• 
e.. (x) 
~Jn 
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for j = 1, 2, ••• , "A. • ~ TIle column of basis functions 
can be considered as a vector valued function 
1L .: ~I--) r;:,n sa ti s:fying the equation 
. ~J 
E. . ( g - 1 ~~) = U. (~) B. . ( x ) • 
~J ~ ~,l ' 
'fhe usual en scnlar pr<.iduct is considered: 
(E .. (g-lx ),E. 1 (g-l x » = (U.(g)E .. (x)tU.(g)E.1 (x» = ~J ~ , ~ ~ J ~ ~ c 
= {s .. (x),E. 1 (x», ~J ~ . .;: 
i.e. the scalar product is a mcasurable function 
"hich is invariant under G-nction. The ergodici ty of 
t11e latter Lnplies that the scalar product is 
constant a.e. 
.18 
But 
r (Eij,Eil~) df-
M 
= 1 ( e. . 1e. 1 1· ~J ~ c + ••• + e .. e. 1 ) ciA ~Jn ~ cn I 
r-l 
= r: if j # Ie if j = l~ 
Hence the E .. 's are orthogonal a.e. As there cannot l.J 
be more than n orthogonal vectors at a point, ~i , n • 
Under G-action, 
behaves as follows: 
the composi thm of E ..• d th T 
~J 
So the functions e i11T, ,e. T are in H(U.o-) • ~ .n ~ 
~ 
If U .o-m I.ere equivalent to U.· for some In and 
~ ~ 
some i # 0 (U denotes the constant representation 
o 
throughout), then n(u.) + H(U.~) + ••• + ~ ~ 
would be a finite dimensional subspace of 
H(U.c-m- 1 ) 
~ 
L 2 (H) 
which remains invariant under T; T would then. have 
a non-constant ei~enfunction contradicting tho 
assum~tion of continuous spe~trum. 
Thus either 
u = U im!1lying that H is' trivial or 
o 
/ 
(ii) U m. t . ~ ~s no 
~ 
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e~uivalent to U. (i ~ 0) Lor 
. J. 
any Ill, in \,'hich case, basis clements ff. .1 can be 
\. J.,J,J 
chosen in"L2 (M) such that f . . T = f. . ,i • e. T lJ.n s J.,.) J.,J+1 
Lebesgue spectrum.in the conmlement of H(U ). 
. 0 
3.2. iCl1001i' OF TrmOR8M A [o'on A FINITE GYWUP G. 
Any automorphism ~ is periodic in this case. So ~(T) 
is G invariant (§ 2.4) and it can be assumed that 
~(T) = ~ (G acts crgodically; s 2.5). Theorem ).1 
is applied: U.(j'm IiIUSt be equivalent to U. for some m 
J. ~ 
f'or all i and so ;·1 must be trivial,. completing the proof. 
'3.3. FaOOF Oli' TIlZOIU~H A Fan r:;- AN AUTOl>WRPfUSN OF A 
Ii'INITE DD,ENSIOI\lAL TORUS G. ,cr is periodic on the 
roots of the identity and these ,arc dense in G. 
So, as in the previous proof, 11 (T) is G invariant and 
'it can be assumed that «(T) = ~ {G'aets'ergodically 
on r-1). Theorem '3.1 is applied: if (i) applies, the 
proof is complete and so it is assumed that (ii) 
applie5, . IJ J U i U m. t . 1 ~.e. ~ nne .~ ~s no' equ1va ent to 
o ~ 
U. 'for any 1,1 :for all i ~ O. As Gis abelian, all the 
'J. 
irreducible representations are one-dimensional and 
so it follows that all the H 's in the proof of i 
20 
Theorem :5.1 arc one-dir.lensional. A vector e. of uni t 
l. 
lI10dulus is C{10 sen fro;'! each II. to form an orthonormal 
l. 
q 
basis :for L~Oi). The G il1.v~riD.nce of thc 1 ~ sCillar 
product i:':i~lies that \e.(x)l _ 1. Thus for e. and e., 
l. l. J 
c .• e. is also in L2 Ui) and ], J 
- -1 
"e. e . L.:o: x) = 
1. J . U.(g).U.(g). e.a.(x) l. J l. J 
(regarding the U. 's simply as comrlcx valued functions 
l. 
on G). So the U. 's .for:~l a group D (under point"d se l. 
maltiplication) and e.e. is in H(U.U.). B is a 
l. J l. J 
subgroup of the dunl of G and so is the dual of' some 
torus G/H, h'here I-I is a completely (J' invariant closed 
subgroup. n is a .free group on a finite number of 
generators, U1 , U2 , ••• ', Un say. Dy § 1.5, O"'G/H can be 
re~'resentcd as a l::atrix' A = {''Aij]: .: .. 
As e.T is in BCU.A), l. 1. 
. . . .U 
n 
a . 
nl. i = 1, 2, ••• , n. 
a . 
nl. 
•••• e ,i = 1, ••• , n, 
n 
·.~hcrc the f"i' s arc constants of uni t . modulus depending 
only on the choice of the e. 's. l. It is shOlvn no'" that 
the f""i's can be rcmoved. Por a set of constants 
21 
••• ,).. o:f uni t l:1odulus, f. is l'ut c'Jual to 
n . ~ 
>.. e. and substi tuted into tile last set of equntions: 
~ ~ 
loA ~ ali \ °2i ~ nni f a 1if a 2i ani Ai fiT = 'i 1 • /12 •• •• .''n 1 2 •• •• • f: n 
Dy § 1.5, A is 
equations ~. = ~ 
hnve a solution 
of: the >'.' s, 
~ 
ergodic and det(A - I) ;!. 0 and so the 
a 1 · at)' \ ~ \ ~~ 
riAl .A2 •••• .>. 
a . 
n~ 
>.. = 01.. 
~ ~ 
(take logs). 
.f: 
n 
a . 
n~ 
n 
For this choice 
i = 1, ••• , n. 
Let F be the group genernted by these f. IS; the 
~ 
ele;;'jents of' F constitute a complete or-thonar.mal basis 
r) 
for L~(M). The map \~: p.----7 D taking f'. to U. is a 
~ J.. 
group isomorphism s~tis:f'~irig ~H f' . T) = (·\{f.) A. 
~ J.. 
Extending :first' to :fil1.i te linear combinations :lnd 
then passing to the limit, W becomes a multiplicative 
2 2 isometry bet"een L Ol) and L (Gin). The f'ollowing 
diagram COmil1utes: 
/ 
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In other words, T and A ~ro cC]uivnlentj ns tV is 
multiplicative, T and A are also conjugate ([41, pp 44 
positive by § 1.5. This contradicts the assumption 
'11 (T) = !:. unle ss 'i.. = \) • So }I r:mst be trivial. 
~.4. PROOF OF THEOR~M A ~on ~ ~N AUTOMORPHISM O? A 
SIKijLl~ LIE G;WVP G. [o'or a simple Lie group, the 
subgroup o£ inner automorphisms is o£ finite index 
in the group o£ all automorphisms ([8], p 193). 
So, by replacing T and cr by Tn and (j n if necessary, 
it can be assumed that cr is an inner au to:.lOrphi Sill: 
0-( y) -1 £or elell1ent in G. Putting = gyg son~e 'g 
-1 T gT' T'g. Let K be the closed abelian T' = g T, = = 
subgroup of G generated by g; K is completely ~ 
invariant. G-action commutes with T' and K-action 
commutes with T so that ~(T') is G invariant and ~(T) 
is K invariant by § 2.4. Clearly Tr(K) = T'i(K). 
It is sho"'n that T' has com!)letely positive 
entropy, £rom \fhich it Hill £6110l ... that T'~ (iO nnd 
T ~(1'.) have. As in the ~~revious proofs, it is f\ s sumed 
thatl1(T') = t.. Theorem 3.1 is applied: as (J is an 
/ 
/ 
inner automorphism, U.~ is e~uivalent to U. for all i 
~ ~ 
and so (i) a'~'plies sho~dng thilt 1i(T') = 'V. 
r·j can be considered no 1\" as a K-space: T C) K-com:nutes 
~dth K-action on 1-1 and TgCI\} has conipletely positive 
entropy. Completion of' the proof' depends on a proof' 
of' Theorem A for the automorphism """K of' the abelian 
group K; such automorphisms will be dealt with 
separately in the next section. 
j [WOF OF Tn;WR~N A FOR 0- A BrmNOULLI Gl10UP 
AUTO?>;O~U'fnSN OF G. cr is easily seen to be densely 
periodic and so ~(T) is G invariant and as bef'ore, 
it is assumed that n(T) = t. and ~(G) = \). 
For n = :tl, ::2, . . . let H He the closed normal , . n 
subgroup of' G' consistin~ of' all sequences 
. ; 
x. 
~ 
= e for i ~ n. Then, crH = II n n-l 
. . . 
TS{H
o
) CiG/ H -co:nmutes 
0 
The next step is 
automorphism as in § 
00 
U t:r -n F = e = G/n 
n=l 0 
cD 
U 
n=l 
II 
n 
= G and 
h"i th G/n -action 
0 
to replace r:fG/n 
0 
2.6, (i) : 
00 00 
U V--nH U II = 0 
n=l n=l 
on 
by 
n 
_cD 
n Hn = e. 
n=-l 
H/~(H ) • 0 
an 
= G. 
/ 
I 
So G/F = e, i.e. G ncts trivially on }!/oI..(T~(ll ». 
o 
As G acts ergodically, ~(T~(r-I » = 'V. Hence 
o 
T~(H ) 
has completely positive entropy implying that 
S (H ) = \7 (since it \'las assumed that 1'i (T) = t:.). 
o 
Similarly S (II ) = v :for n = -1, -2, •••• 
n 
_0.0 
Hence t = V ~ (lIn) (§ 2.2, (iv» is equal to " 
n=-l . 
and the proo:f o:f Theorem A is complete. 
o 
/ 
/ 
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4. CO}WLSTION OF PROOF 
In this section, the proof of Theorem A is 
extended from the speciul cases of the last section 
t6 the general situation; the tools needed for this 
extension are given in § 4.1. 
11.1. j'FWOF E:{TENSION. It is ussumed thut T satisfies 
the conditions of Theorem A. 
(i) FROOF STEPS. Suppose that G contains a 
com~lete1y ~ invariant closed normul subgroup H; 
~(H) is both T and G invariant. T~(H) is weakly 
mixing and C>G/H-commutes 1'iith G/ll-action o.n H/gon. 
So if' O-G/H is a type of endomorphism for v:hich 
Theorem A has been proved, then application gives: 
T80I) has completely positive entropy. 
T a- n-CO:;lr.lutes Ni th I-I-action on Hand T S'<rl) has 
completely ])osi tive entropy. rIence, if 0- II is also 
a type of endomorphism for which Theorem A has been 
nroved, then it ,;ill fo110''l that T has completely 
) 
positive entropy. 
Thus Theorem A can be proved for cr- by proving 
it for the tl\"O 'steps' O"G/H nnd 0;1' 
/ 
made into a torus by defining a (new) multiplication 
, m n m+n 
on G/Z by putting TG/Z go·TG/ Z go = TG!Z go and 
extending continuously to the whole of G/Z. So G/Z is 
topologically a torus (of dimension qsay) with a 
fundamental group Z1 . This leads to a' contradiction 
unless, q = 0, in which cas, G/Z is a point and so the 
proof is complete. 
5.2. LKt-1I'>IA (Hoare and Parry [4], Theorem 3). If Gis 
connected and abelian and T is ergodic, then r(o<.) < oC 
imnlies that U~A = uo<.. (r(ot) = 1). 
PROOF. In this case, the Uo(.'s are one-dimensional 
(charucters) and U~ equivalent to UI.l implies that 
U~ = U~ As G is connected, all the characters are 
of infinite order «U 04 ),n ~ UO for any n for all ~ ~ 0). 
! 
Suppose that l' is ergodic and ,that U"" is a character 
for which r (0(,) < o.D. Consider the function 
(-- denotes complex conjugation). l' is a linear, 
combination of distinct non-trivial characters unless 
r(-.) = 1. l' is T invnriant and so 'must be constnnt a.e. 
/ 
· . 
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Z nre completely invD.rinl1.t under L.ny endoi:lOrphism of G. 
'1.2. TOTALI., Y OISCOM'J~CT~O GI~OUPS. 
LEi-i~':A (Yuzvinskii II J, S 11.5, sec App endix A). 
If P is an automorphism o:f a compact separable 
totally disconnected group Hand A is an open normal 
00 
subgroup such that ()pnA = e and H/A is simple, 
-aD 
then either 
(i) H is :finite or 
(ii) P is a Dernoulli group automorphism of' II. 
'rr-J EORE}l. If :t is an automorphism of n compact 
s~parable totally disconnected group H, then H 
contains a sequence H = II ':;I H 1 :> H r )::> ••• of completely o _ 
~ invariant closed normal subg.t;'oups such that either 
H II-! 1 is finite or 
n n+ "t: H II-! 1 11 n+ 
automorpllism for all l'l.and n 
n 
is a Dernoulli group 
H = e • 
11. 
PfWOF. As II is totally disconnected, II contains a 
of open normal subgroups 
such that n [':n = e. HolEl is fini te and so an open 
n 
normal sub,~roup' [0'1 can be :found such that H ::>F ::> E ~ , 011 
and H IF1 is simple. Put Hi = f}'"Cnp 1 • H1 is " 
o _~ 
,/ 
cO::iplctely ."'\':. inv<lrii'lnt and so, i1pplying the lel:lma, 
ci ther 11o/Hl is fini te or ,-:t H /II is a Dernoulli 
o 1 
group autoli1orpl1ism. 
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Hl/IIl '"' l.!:1 is l~ini te and so there· exists a closed 
normal subgroup F 2 such that H 1:' F 2:::1 H 1 f"\ l~ 1 and 
00 n 
1l1/F2 if' simple. Put H2 = n ,-c F'2 and apply the lemma. 
- 00 
II~/rr2r. 1~1 is rinite I etc. This rrocess is 
continued to obtain IL I III etc. After a finite ) 1: 
number (r say) of steps, lIre.. E l : \.;hen this hallpens, 
replace Sl by En - II /H r. Et") is fini te etc., ~ r r .... 
to produce H l' II ')' ••• r+ r+,~ 
replaced by 
In due course E2 is 
se<J.uence 
• • • is nroducedsatisfying the requirements 
of the theorem. 
Theorem A bas been nroved for an automor:i)hism 
of a finite group (5 ).2) and for a Bernoulli group 
autorilorphisr.1 (5 ~·;.5) and so the last theorem provides a 
sufficient sequence of steps to u~e-the proof by steps 
proceedure to prove Theorem A for any automorphism 
(and.hence any endomorphism) of a totally disconnected 
group. 
/ 
/ 
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G/C is tot<llly disconnected .. nd so the step c:r I G, C 
C:ln be ;:!adele<lving Uc • The next step Idll be 
C/Z is c connected'group witti a trivial centre 
(see Appendix B). 
(}'" . 
C/z' 
COXX:~C'l'ED GHOUPS .• ITl-I TRIVIAL C8NTIlSS. First an 
automorphism fJ of a semi-simple Lie [;roup h'i th a 
trivial centre is considered. So~e power pn is a 
direct product of automorphisms of simple Lie groups; 
the proof by steps proceedure with Theorem A for an 
automorphism of a simple Lie group (e 3.4) gives 
11. Theorem A for f . Theorem A for f follo','s from 
§ 2.6, (ii). The follO\';in.~ lemma r~rovides sui table 
steps no~" to give Theorem A for any automorphism 
(and hence any endoJ';orphism) of a connected group 
i 
with a trivial centre. 
LI~:';:'jA (Yuzvinsldi [1], § [.1:.1, see Arlpendix Il). 
If L is an iHltol.lorphisll1 of n cor:lpact sepnrable 
connec ted group ',d th a trivial centre, then -c10~2 ' 
where ~1 is n Bernoulli group automorphism and ~ 2 
is a direct product of automorrhis r.1s of semi-simple 
Lie groups with trivial centres. 
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So tha d'C/Z stap can be taken leaving <5'". 
Z 
DEti'INITION. A (discrete) abelinn group r is said to 
be rinitely generated with respect to an endo~orphism p 
if every cleuent of' r can ba expre ssad in the i~()rr;l: 
operates on the right), \{here ~1' \>.' 
are fixed al emant s o:f r and P1' P2' . . . , 
polynomials with intager coafficients. 
... , '( 
pare 
n 
n 
Theorel" A is provad no~, for an endomorphism P 
of an abelian group H "11.0sa dual group I' is fini tely 
genarated Id th respect to, fJ. 
LE~~~ 1 (nochlin [2], ~ ,.4, sae Appendix C.l): 
If, an abelian grcup r f's rini tely generated ~d th 
re sp.ec t to an enclol:lOrrhi sm p and . .Jl is a p 
invariant ~ul..Jgroup, then.fL is,finitely generated 
,;\'i th respect to the restriction of fl to Jt. 
LE:';i';[l. 2 (Rochlin [2], ~ 4.2, sea Appendix C.2). 
If '"'t is an automorphism of an abelian group H ",hose 
" 
.. dual group r is fini tely genera ted \d th respect to;c, 
then H contains a sequence H = lIo ::> Hl ::> H2 "::> • • • of 
/ 
,/ 
r 
cIa sed sub~rOUi) s such thn t niT = e, 
n 
n 
_-lH cn l. n n 
and rI/H is the direct sum of n fini te [".,roup and a 
n 
fini te di,::0nsio!1nl torns .for every n •. 
Theorem l\ for (,"(-1 )1l!H (ns in Lemma 2) fol10,,':s 
n 
fro;;} Theorem A for n i'ini te group (§ 3.2) nnd for 
n finite dir:lcnsional torus (§ "5 .ll:) using proof by 
steps~ TIleorem A for -1 -C then fol101,,"s by tal(in,g the 
limit (§ 4.1, (ii». Theorem A for' "'C is then given 
by § 2.6, (iii) (as long as T is invertible). 
Returning to praying Theorem A i'or the 
endomorphi sm p .p is replnced by an nu tOl:lorphi sm 
as in § 2.6, (i), T being rep1nced by the invertible 
transformation T ~ Lerntiln 1 ensures that the fnctor 
group introduced by this process has n dual 1.'hich is 
fini toly genernted \d th re spect to "'C • The re suI t of 
tl.e previous pnrngraph cOI:1pletes the 1'roof. 
(Rochlin [2J, § ~.3, see Appendix C.3). 
If f is an endomorl'hism of 0. compnct sCf>urflble 
abelian group H, then II cont.:lins a sequence 
H = llo:::J III ::> 1I2 ::> ••• of f invariant closed subgroups 
/ 
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sucll that n II = e :lnd the dunl group of Bin is 
11 Il 
1'1 
finitely f.;enerated \-:ith respect to fn/!-I :for every 1'1. 
n 
Theore:.l A for f HIlI (a s in Lemma 3) i s ~i ven by 
n 
the ;)receeding \\'ork; Theorem A for any endomorphi sm ;0 
of an nbelian group follows by taking the limit 
(§ '1.1, (ii». This gives Theorem A for a"'Z and so 
completes the proof of Theorem A for a general 
endomorphism. 
j • 1 • If M is put equnl to the 
group G nnd T to (j, then Theorem A states: a \'leakly 
Inixi~g group endomorphism has complntely positive 
entropy. An ergodic group endomorphism is lcnolln to be 
mixing ([4J, p 54 and [10J, § 6) and so it follows 
that .::tn ergodic group endomorphism of a compact 
separable group has completely positive entropy. This 
is Yuzvins1di's result C1J mentioned in the introduction. 
Theorem A can be npplied to affine transformntions 
in a similar sort of way to give; a wea~ly mixing 
a:ffine ~~roup trans.formn tion 11as comple tely po si ti ve 
entropy. 
S;~S'.\;-lJ:1UDUCTS. l\lore generally, Theorein A can 
be applied to the following tyne of skew-product 
trans.for,nation: ~"i is taken to be a direct product of 
an .::trbitrary Lebesgue space (~,e,~) and a compact 
separable group G ·,.;i th Borel sets and "Haar measure m 
"( the latter is also a Lebesgue space . " (X) = meG) = 1 ) ; , 
T is given by: T(x,y) = (Sx,O"(y)<p(x», Khere S is 
a r"easure preserving trnns.forrnation of ~( and <p is a 
measurable map from >~ to G; T I':ill be said to be a 
ske'''-product transformation Hi th base S and fibres 
of type fS' (~ being a ,'!;roup endomorphism of G). 
G-action is given by: g.(x,y) = (x,gy) and so 
Tg = ~gT, i.e. T ~-commutes with G-action. T~(G) is 
isomorphic to S and so if T·is weakly mixing and S 
has· completely positive entropy, then Theorem A 
implies that T has completely positive entropy. 
5.3. 1\'ILNANI1"OLDS. Suppose that T' is a group 
automorphism of a cOnnected and simply connected 
nilpotent Lie group N (lower central series: 
N = No:> :-J'1';:;' N 2:::> ••• :>:N 1( _ 1:::> N Ie = e) H hi c h t a Ie e s a 
uniform discrete subgoup D onto itself; the (left) 
coset space N/D is a compact manifold kno'm as a 
nill11anifold. T' induces a ;;1ea sure pre serving 
transforma tion T on N/D l~no'''n as an 'au tOlllorphi sm' • 
This type of transrormation has been studied by 
w. Parry l71 who proved that an ergodic automorphism 
of: a nilmanifold has cor:;pletely posi tive entropy. 
ThiS can be done as follows. 
Let Tr be the transi'ormation induced on 1\'/N
r
D and 
1 et C- r he the transformation induced on N lD/N D. 
r- r 
/ 
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N lOIN D is a torus and a is a group automorphism 
r- r r 
of it. The crgodicity condition turns out to be: 
T is er~odic if and only if Tl ('the torus part') is 
ergodic. Assume noh" that T is ergodic; T is .[ealdy 
mixing since the torus part of Tt6T is T10Tl, i.e. 
the cartesian square of T is ergodic ([4J, p 39). 
T 1 = cr-1 is just an ergodic automorphism of a torus 
and so has completely positive entropy. T2 can be 
rcgarded as being n Skcil-product transforr;la tion \vi th 
base Tl and fibres of type 
positive entropy by § 5.2. 
()" and so has completely 
'" 
T~ can be regarded as a 
:; 
s~ew-product transformation with base T2 and fibres 
of' type 6 7 etc. 
I 
So Tr has complete!-y positive 
entropy for r = 1, 2, .' ••• , k; in particular, Tk = T 
has completely positive entropy. 
/ 
APPEf'WI;( A 
YUZVINSKII (Ll'j t ~ 11.5). If' . fJ is an au tomorr.1hi sm 
of a comract scp~rable totally totally disconnected 
group H and A is an open normal subgroup such that 
d} 
npnA = e and FIlA is simple, then either 
_dJ 
(i) H is finite or 
(ii) P is a 3ernoulli group automorphism of H. 
PH-OOF (hodified slightly). Let Ii' = HI A and 
t>O 
H = ~ F. t h'here each F'. is i somorpilic to F. Let ~ 
_4> ~ ~ ,-
be the Bernoulli grot!]") nu tOlllorphi sm of: ·J-1 and p: H--?F 
be the natural projection \d th respect to A. 
A lllap Q:H ~ II. is constructed: 
Qh = 
. 1 c:-i> 
·Sp(r-1h ), . 
l. ;) -oC 
clearly, Qf = ~q. Q i8 clearly 1 - 1 i if Q is onto, 
then f is isomorphic to p ~·s group autOl:lorphisms. 
Suppose that Q(II) is a proper subgroup of H, i.e. 
oa 
there exists a Sequence tXi1 of clements in F such 
~ -~ 
that n jOi(p-1 x .) is et:lpty. Compactness implies that 
-~ ~ b 
a finite intersection is empty. Suppose that n is 
b a 
empty but that n is not. Then applying 
a+l 
,/ 
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-a -1 P and Iilul tiply ing by Xa ,thi s becomes A f'\ Dis 
empty, ',';here D is a coset of the open normal subgroup 
b-a . 
E = (\. p ~ A. Thus AE ~ H and so the simplicity of 
1 
H/A implies that E CA. Hence pE = E and so 
00 
E C f\pn,A = e • This implies that e is open and 
-cPo 
consequently that G is finite. 
APPENDI;{ B 
YUZVINSlaI'S :-{ESULTS ON COIvlPACT CONNECTED GHOUPS 
LE}-il·1A ([lJ, ~ 3.3). If C is a compact connected 
separable group and Z is'its centre, then the factor 
group C/Z is the direct .. product of algebraically 
simple Lie ~~roups. In particular, C/Z has trivial 
centre. 
JlHOOl". Andre Neil in 'L ' Integration dans les Group s 
Topologiques ct ses Applications' proved that C is of 
the form (A®n)/N, where A is a connected abelian 
group isomorphic to a subgroup of Z, B is a direct 
product of simple' Lie groups and N is a subgroup of 
the centre of A ~ B. The centre of a direct product is 
/ 
the direct product of the centres of the factors and 
so Z = (1\0Z' )/N, ,.,-llere Z' is the centre of D. So e/z 
is isomorl-,hic to (A®3)/(A~Z') H11ich is isomorphic 
to s/Z'. A compact sicple Lie group, when factored 
by its centre, is algebraically simple and so n/z' 
is a direct nroduct of such groups. Note that 
separability implies that the direct product is-
countable. 
NOTE. It is well known in algebra that if a group 
is the direct product of two non-abelian simple groups, 
then the only non-trivial normal subgroups a~e the 
tliO fac tor s. 
THEOREM ([1], § ~.1). If ~ is an automorphism of a 
compact separable group, G whose centre is trivial, 
then 1:' = r 1 ® 7:2 , where "'1 is a Bernoulli group 
automorphism of G1 and '"C 2 is a direct product of 
automorphisms of r-iinvarinnt semi-simple Lie groups; 
PiWOli'. By the lemma, G is a countable direct product 
of algebraically sil:lple Lie groups; G = ® L 
n 
n 
denote the projection of G onto Ll." and p. , the l.J 
• Let p, l. 
39 
projection onto L.~ L .• 
1 J Consider 'l:L1 j this'must be, 
a simple normal subgroup of G. Pi h::L 1 ) can only be 
e or Li • For some a, P f\ (\: L 1 ) must e(]ual La' Suppo se 
also that P b ('"("L 1 ) = Lb' Then Pab h:L1 ) is a norr:Jal' 
subgroup of La® Lb wnd so must equal La€> Lb (by the 
note) contradicting tIle simplicity of '("L 1 • So -c can 
only ~ermute the L. IS. 
. 1 
G bas been s11o\"n to be the direct prodnct of L. 
1 
cycles (under~): G1 is nut equal to the direct 
product of: all the inf:inite cycles and G2 to the 
direct or all the finite cycles. The group of states 
for '''i:'" 1 is t.::\!\:cn to be the dircc t product of II simple 
factor from each infinite cycle. 
A! 'PI!:NDIX C 
ROCHLIN'S RESULTS ON Al1"'LAI!\ GHOUl'S 
C.l (L2), 5 ').4:). If an «belain ,q:roup r is finitely 
generated \Vi th respect to an endomorphism (0 and Jl 
is a p-invariant sub,~roup, then .Jl is t'ini toly 
generated ,vi tll respect to fJ restricted to.fl.. • 
PHOOF. Svcry elel.lOnt of is of' the form 
+ "( p (f,) 
11. 11. I 
/ l) (see § 1. 1: • The result is a special case of a \1ell 
lm.oh'n theorem in alr~ebra: if the ring 11. is Noetherian, 
then l1ny R-Illodule ,..-i til a fini to number or gonera tors 
is a ;-:oetheL~inn module. In the case given, His the 
ring of polynomials ','lith integer coefficients; R is 
Noetherian by a theorem of Hilbert. 
Reference: Van der ~aarden, 'Modern Algebra'. 
If ~ is an automorphism of an 
abelian group H \;"h05e dual group r is fini tely 
generated Hi th respect to "(' , then II contains a 
sequence 
such that 
H=H:>H::>H' 012 ••• 
nIl 
n 
n 
-1 
= e, --r,.H CH 
n n 
of closed subgroups 
and H/H 
11. 
is the direct 
sum of' a finite group and a finite dimensional torus. 
PIWOF. Every element of " is of the form 
+ ¥ p ("t:) 
111 m 
(see § l1.4). Let..lt be the subgroup of ~ obtained 
n 
by limitin,r; the degrees of the polynomials to n. 
For all n greater tluln or e<]ual to SOiae N, Jl n ''fill 
•• • t 
-1 ~ - and so will be om '-
./ 
/ 
invariant under 1:- 1 • The anni hila tor Ii' of JI... is 
11. n 
, -1 Jl invari~nt under ~ Eor n ~ N and as 
n 
crcllcrated, it/Ii' is a direct product of a finite group 
,,::> n 
and a finite dimensional torus~ As U..fL 
n = 
r, 
n 
n ["n = c. So III is put equ.:.l to li'N' H2 to FN+l etc. 
,n 
If f is, an endomorr,hiS!;1 of a 
comp[1ct separable abelian group II, ,then H contains 
of p invariant 
closed subgroups such that nll = e and the dual n 
11. 
group of II/II is finitely generated vii th respect to 
n 
PH/If i'or every n. 
n 
TIlDDIi' • As H is separable, its dual group r is 
countable; so the clements of r can be indexed 
• Let JL be the smallest subgroup of r 
n ' 
containing '11 , '(2' ••• , ""tn 1{hich is invariant under p 
and Ie t H be the annihilator of ,.Il. U JL = r 
n n n 
n 
implying that n r-I = e and so these H. I S satisfy n 1 
n 
the given conditions • 
llj S. A. Yuzvinsldi, r·jetric propc~ties of 
cndomorphi SillS of a compact group. 
Izv. A:;:ad. Naulc SSSR Sere ;·,at. 29 (1965),1295-1328. 
[21 v. A. Roc~1.lin, ~~etric properties of' 
end01l1orplli sms of COI:1P:lct COrT:I11U ta ti ve .(~roup s. 
Izv. Ai'.ad. Nauk sssn Sere }lat. 2a (196 ll:), (jG7-D7h. 
[31 v. A. Rochlin, Lectures on the entropy theory 
of roeasure 'preserving trnnsforma tions. 
Usp. Mat. Nault: (Russian ~·iather.1atical Surveys) 22: 
5 (1967), 3-56 (1-52)., 
[41 P. R. Halmos, Lectures on ergodic theory. 
Chelsea, 1956. 
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Dokl. Akad. Naul;: 124 (1059), 768-771. 
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PAPrm In: 
TEE ADDITION THEOREN FOR THE E~TnOPY OF 
TTIANSFon:r-1ATIONS OF G-SPACES 
, 1 
INTaOiJUCTICl\' 
In a previous paper [Lx], conditions were given 
for a certain tyre of transformation oE a G-space 
(G being a compact ~epnrable group) to h'1ve com[)letoly 
positive entropy. It is useful to be able to c"lculate 
the actu"l numerical value of' the entropy; the 
purpose o.f the present ,)aper is to extend previollsly 
1;:11.0\,'n formulne to cover the type of transfol':I1atioll 
just mentioned. 
As in [1.1:], the notation o.f C~ochlin' s survey 
article [3] is used: the entropy of a measure 
preserving transformation T of a Lebesgue space 
(M,~,r) ,is denoted by h(T); H(~) denotes the entropy 
I 
of the (J:leasurable) nartition '1 of Hand i-H1" I"')~ 
denotes the mean condi tional entropy of ~ \\'i th 
respect to .., • 
Throughout this paper, the basic mea.sure space 
(Ht~ 'r) \dll be (.l direct product of a Lebesgue 
space (X:,' ,v) and a compact separable group G \d th 
Dorel sets and Ihar measure m (this also being a 
Lebesgue space); all the, measures nre normalized 
2 
i.c. rCr-i) = \) (X) = meG) = 1 • The measure preserving 
transformation T will act as follows: 
where S is a measure preserving transformation of 
X, a- is Cl group cnr.lornorphi sm of G and 'P : ,( ~ Gis 
50:ne ::ieasurable r:lap; throughout this paper, such a 
transforma tion· ,dll be described as a s:~eh'-product of' 
Sand () (the !:iap cp not being specified). 
It will be proved that 
... 
For the c.::\se ,,'here 1-1 is itself a comp.::\ct 
sep.::\rable group, T is a group endomorphism and G is a 
T invariant (TG C G) closed normal sub~roup ( C' = the 
I 
restriction of T to G) , this result '{as proved by 
Yuzvinskii in [2 J as an essential step ill his proof 
that an ergodic endomorphism of a comp.::\ct separable 
group has completely positive entropy - the result 
generalized by the present author in (h); (1) \;ras not 
needed there but it is a very useful rcsul t in its 01'1n 
right. 
/ 
/ 
The genernliz[~tion of' Yuzvinskii's result has 
essentially been made nossible by Section 2.5 
(n comuact connected Lie group is 'rigid'). This also 
leads to a siml.)lii'ication or the proof' as docs a 
different treatment of Dernoulli endomor,)hisms (8 "5). 
Apart from this, Yuzvinskii's work is adapted to £it 
the broader context. 
Note that more restrictive conditions nrc given 
here for T than were ~iven in [4J (skew-rroduct as 
opposed to O"-cotllmnting ;dth G-action) j this is 
necessary for the elimination of trivial groun nction 
(if' this were allowed, ~ and consequently h(e) could 
be practicall; ~nythingfor a ,<;iven system) and does 
not seriously limi t apD,lica ti ons.' 
FollOl;ring Yuzvinskii, (1) :dll be known as 
'The Addition Theorem'. 
/ 
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1.1. STAr\DAHD l"(l~SULTS Ii'RO;-l ENTliOPY TJL~ORY. 
(i) If ~ 1 ('~'2~ ••• is a sequence of '1' invariant 
(T- 1(n '" ~n) partitions of N such that V gn= ~, 
n 
the n h ( '1' (! ) (. 11 ( T 3 ) ~ • • • and lim h ( '1' e ) = Id '1') , 
,f> 1 2 n -.)co fi n 
,,'here T~n is the factor-transformation induced by T 
in the Lebesgue space N/~n consisting of' elements oftn 
«( '51, § 9.6). (~ always denotes the partition of the 
S!)BCe being considered into distinct points.) 
(ii) ii'or any t,~o parti tions ~ and ~ 1Ii th 
finite entropy (in particular, if the partitions 
are finite), 
i II (f) - Ii (..,)( ~ t-I( f 1"1) + H ("') Is) ( [3 J, s 6. 5 ) • 
(iii) li"or any three partitions f ,"'? and g , 
«(3J, s 5.10). 
(:Lv) ([3), § 9.3). 
(v) In [lJ, Abramov and Rochlin proved that the 
entropy of any ske~..--product transfor::lation is given by: 
• •• (2) 
,,-here T and S are a s above, L = f"C
x
1 is a collec tion 
of' measure preserving transformations of the second 
factor - for the purposes of this paper, 
and h S (1:) is a quantity known as the 'mixed entropy' 
of 1: • 
5 
If ~ 1 {. ~ 2 ~ ••• is an il1.crea~ing sequence of i'ini te 
partitions of the second factor (G in this case) 
such that V e = E, then ~n 
n 
lim lim 
m~oOk~o.o 
•• e· 
e k k-1 -1 -1 - -le 
;"here ~ = V 1: ·1:"S •• •• • i.. • 1 ~ • 
x,m i=O x X S1- X m 
('3) should .b'c compared ,ri th the follovring formula 
for h(~) to be uied later: 
h(<r) = lim lim 
m~.-c k-4"" 
• •• (4) 
1~-1 . ~ 
where! Ie = V 0"'-13 and the sequence f~n} is as bei'ore. m . 0 In 1= 
(~) follows from [3), § 9.5 and § 7.3. 
Clearly, forlJlula ('3) \vill be very important in 
6 
tile proof of the actdi tion theorem - all that remains 
·is to prove that h S (1:) = h(cr). Alas, this is not as 
easy as it mi.C;llt at first np!lear. If' T is a direct 
rTocluct (i.e. ~ (x) = c f'or all x in ,X), then 
( (1), § :2. 4 ) • 
1.2. SUBGIWUPS 01" G. Let II be ,. completelya-' 
invariant (crH, = II) closed suLl,group of G.! (;-1) denotes 
the partitioi1. of ~: each element of \vhicl1 is the: 
direct pro(luct of a point from X vd th. a right coset 
of H; Cf' H denotes the restriction of a- to H; CS G/H 
denotes the transformation induced by cr on the right 
coset space G/H and T~ (II) denotes the f'nctor-
transi'orma tion induced by T on r-1/C (Ii) t ~ (II) being 
invariant under T. 
There exists a Borel cross-section <y h'hich takes 
almost every coset a single point V" (g) 6 Hg; 
i/ (G) is a Doral subset yc G. Measure theoretically', 
G is the direct product of Y and H (y having the 
!.icasure induced by m and H l"l,::tvin.~ its o\';n Ilnr::;alized 
Haar measure). tJr.'r:r is isomorphic to and ,-;ill be 
identified \dth O::'1/H • Thus cr- becomes the sl(e'''-
nroduct of cr G/H and O-II. Similarly, as H is the direct 
/ 
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product of (x: &Y) and H, T can also be regarded as 
being a s!~e1\r-product of T~(In and 0-
Il • 
In order to deal \d th situations in ,.;hich ~ is 
not onto (when a subgroup is properly mapped into 
itself), Yuzvinskii in t2J ~efined h(~) by putting 
h(o-) = h (C""G I ) , where G' = n o-llG • It turns out that 
n 
h(S) = h{TS{GI» and so one could say that 
beT) = h(S) + h(O"') if on lene,., that 
h(T) = l1(TS(GI» + h(O"'GI) • All this goes over to 
generalization but it is felt that its value is 
limited - it does not make much sense to consider 
the entropy of a non-mensure-preserving transformation. 
As it is sufficient to consider only the entropy of 
clldOinorphisms restricte'd to complete;ty invariant 
sub~roups, only skew-products of a measure preserving 
transformation and a group endomorphism mapping a 
~roup onto it~elf will be considered. 
1.3. PJOOF BY STEPS. Let H be a closed completely 
invariant normal subgroup of G. Clearly, T~(I-I) is a 
sl<e'i-produc t of Sand C-Gin • 
Suppose that the addition theorem has been proved 
for endor:lOrjJhisms of the types of O""G/H and ()H or, as 
8 
\.-ill be stated in future ~ ·tha tone ha s the ad di tion 
theorem i'or a- G/H and for 0'" II (no limi to. tions on 5), 
·then 
11(T,UO) = h(5) .;. h(crG/ H ) 
h(1') = h(T ~(rI» + h (a-u ) and 
h(a-) = h(o-G/H) + h(e-H ) 
IIence, 
50, the addition theorem for cr call. be proved by 
finding a sui table cOlllpletely cJ" invi'\riant clo sed 
normal subgroup II Dnd then proving it for the t~'ro 
'steps' q" G/fI ancI (JU· 
'rIds I'rinciple can clearly be extended to a 
fini te nu;nber of' steps: sur::pose that G. contains a 
sequence G = GQ~ Gl~ G2~ ••• ? G
n 
= e of' completely 
invariant closed subgroups with G. 1 nornal in G. ; 
~+ ~ 
the addition theorem for ~ can be proved by proving 
it for all· the steps (5" G. /G. • The next subsection 
~ ~+1 
shows that the number of steps can be infinite. 
/ 
/ 
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1 • 1~. TAKING LDiITS. Suppa se that G cont<1il1.s a 
G':) ') ••• 
.,;,. .. 
01~ cr invariant 
cIa sed subgroup s such (l G = e and that 
n 
h(T~(G » 
n 
3y 1. 1, ( i) , 
Bence, 
n 
= 11(5) + h(o-G/G ) for all n. 
n 
h(T) = lim h(T~(G» and 
n_)oo n 
h(O") = lim h(e-G/ G ) n~o() n 
tl(T) = h(S) + h(o--). 
So (5) ir.1plie S the addition theorem for r::r • 
(0 G c.. G ) 
n n 
• •• ( 5 ) 
/ 
:2. RIGID G:wm's 
2.1. ~~O'i'ATIO~. Suppose that S = fAd,} is a 
parti tion of a l;'Nlsurable set nCo G. 
For any g in G, S g \Jill dGno tG the parti tion of' 
For a l;leasurable set C c. G, 3 - C i-rill denote the 
partition of n - C into {(A~ - C)] 
2.2. DZFINITION. The group G is said to be rigid 
if there exist an increasing sequence 'tt ~ 't2 ~ ••• 
of finite partitions of G and a real number Q such 
that· V ~ = £ and II(S g/S ) ~'Q for all n. 
n n n 
n 
2.3. TH~O~EM. The addition theorem holds for an 
endomorphism ~ of a rigid group G. 
PROOF (adapted from Yuzvinskii [~J, § 7.4). 
By §. 1.1, (v), it is sufficient to prove that 
Tn can be expressed in the form; 
(L" = {'L 1). 
n n, 'X~ 
/ 
/ 
11 
the entropy of Q skew-product, § 1.1, (v» and so 
l1.h(T) = n11(S) + h n('"C) (applying § 1.1, (iv». 
S n 
Hence, 
h n (1:" ) ~ n11S (-C ) S n • •• (6 ) 
(comparing the rrevious formula uith (2». 
and so 
-1 -n ([ ()] -1 ) 1:" n, x 1) = (j :'J. cP n x for any partition "") of G. 
Applying ~orl1lulae (3 ) and (lJ: ) of 1. 1, (v) , 
'h n ("1:'n) -S 
1- n U '''', 
x,m 
h(o-l'l)1 lim lim 1 fH(~k,n) li (5 1,c, n ) ) d \) = 
-k x,m m 
m-)co: k~oo X . 
lim lim 11 I A k,n d\) , 
1---+. C x,m m~oo ... X 
= , 
1c-1 
= V"'t -1 - -1 
• '- S •• • • i=O n,x n, x 
-1 
.1: i-1 ~ 
n,S x In 
(lsml as in Definition 2.2) 
= 
k-l. . 
V -n~ ( e [ (~-1 )1- 1 c- .).f S x •••• i=O m n 
/ 
~ ;;: ,n = 
m 
k-l 
V 
i=O 
-nie 
IS" ~l:\ 
Using 1.1, (ii), 
D.k, n 
::e,m 
1c-1. 1~-1 ~ H( V .,..-n~ (".!.f . (x»/ V o--nit ) + 
. 0 ill n,~ . 0 m ~= . ~= 
k-l . k-1 . . 
12 
( V -n~ ( / \ I -n~ e . + H (f" .) V a- (~o:f .(x»), i = 0 ,:1 i = 0 111 n , ~ 
~hich can be expanded by 1.1, (iii) to give: 
A k,n < 
L.) "-x,m 
( -ni~ -ni l 1 + !-Iv oS ler (~.f .(x»)J 
m m n,~ 
= 1~1 [H(~ of . (x)/! ) + lIeS 0 [:f '. (x)] -1 I! ~ ~o· m n,1 m m nt~ ill 
~= 
'2kQ by the definition of a rigid group. 
Hence, it follows that 
\ h n (r ) - h ( cr-n ) \ ~ 2 Q 0 
s n 
This combined ,lith· (6) and § 1.1, (iv) gives: 
'50. hS("C) must equal n(O"). 
,/ 
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2.4. TOTALLY i)ISCO;\:-;l~CT[i;1) G.R~lUl:S. A se<::<rch for 
ri:.;id groups is begun nOl'l. It is easy to prove that 
u cO:I1!Uct separable totally disconnected group G is 
rigid: 
PROOF (Yuzvinskii (2], § 7.2). G, being totally 
disconnected, contains a sequence G = G ::>G 1 ::>G,.,:::> ••• o ... 
of' open normal subgroups such that f\ G = e • Let 
n 
n 
S n 
be the partition of G into cosets of G . then C g = ~ n' ':'n ~n 
for all ,g; in G and all n. Therefore, .H (e CJ;/~ ) = 0 /)n' .s, n 
for all g and all n an.d so f 1.$ !2.s ... satisfies 
all the requiremcnts of Definition 2.2 1d th Q = O. 
2.5. LIE GLWUPS. A compact Lie group also turns 
out to be rigid but this is more difficult to prove. 
It is hm,·cver a crucial'result. First some simple 
observarions. 
Norl'~. Tho maximum nu::-tbcr of p-dimensional (open) 
balls of radius r that can intersect a single p-ball 
of'radius R denends only on p and the ratio r/R = s. 
This number will be denoted by I(p,s). 
• 
/ 
,/ 
.. It 
... . 
D;!;I<'INI'lIO:-:. A sequence . . . of finite 
partitions of tile group G such that V f = £.. ~:ill 
n 
11. 
be said to sntis£y the 'bounded intersection condition' 
if the number of elements of f g \\'hich.· intersect a 
n 
clement of' ~ (in sets of positive IIlc.lsllre) 
.11 
is IHHUHioci above by some number N i'or all g in G .. \1\(1 
all n. 
LI!;;·ii'-1A. The existence of a sequ.ence of parti tions [~n 1 
satis:fying,'the bounded intersection condition' implies 
that G is rigid. 
pnOOF'. For a fini te l~arti tion ~ = [Ai 1 of G and ~ 
in G, the definition of conditional entropy gives: 
1: m(A.) ~H(fg,A.), 
:1. ' 1 i 
H(! g, A.) = 
1 L\ 
'nd A . g f\ A. ) 
.J :1. I U1(A.) og j 1 
m(A.g()A.) 
, 1 
~l(A. ) 
1 
is the entropy of the partition 
collection of sets [A.g f'\ A.1 • 
of A. into the 
:1. 
J :1. j 
1I(!g,A.) ~ log Ill., ,;here m. is the number of 
:1. :1. 1 
elements of the partition £A.g~A.'1 (sets of 
. J 1) • 
, J 
measure zero not being counted) 
/ 
It rollo;,·s that lI(~g/,O .$ log ill, where m = max 
i 
Honce for the sequence fs n l satisfying the 
15 
m .• 
~ 
condi tions of the definition, H("5 g/! ) .6 log N for 
n n 
all n and all g in G and so the conditions of 
Definition 2.2 are satisfied with Q = log N. 
TlmoaEH. Any compact Lie group G admits a sequence 
~ ~ ~ 2 ~ • •• of finite parti tions such that V ~ = ~ 
·1. n 
n 
and the bounded intersection condition is satisfied. 
PROOF. First it is assumed that G is connected. 
G has a niemannian structure\\'hich is invariant 
under both left and right translation ([5J, p 188) 
and the resulting metric d has the following property 
([5J, Ch. I, Propositions. 9.9 and 9.10): 
There exists an f. > 0 such that, for A and B in the 
tangent plane TG at the identity and \\ A '\\ <: ( and 
e 
II B 1/ < ~, N ~ is a normal neigbourhood of e and 
\\ A -' 1311 
d(a,b) 
,,·here a = 
-~> 1 as (a,b)--.... > (e,e), 
Exp A e t b = Exp eD and N e. is the spherical. 
neighbourhood of e of radius S (\\,.r. t. d). 
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S is chosen nO\i sufficiently sm.:lll ( sm.:lller than 
<c./4JTl, .,here pis the' dimension of' G) for 
~- < < 2 
A (open) cube C of edge 8 h'ith one corner at 0 
(Exp 0 = e) is constructed in TG • C 1dll denote1:he 
e . e n 
partition of C into (n!)p equal (open) cubes C
n1 , Cn2 , 
each of erlge SIn! (a set of' measure zero has been 
discarded). Let D = E~p C and D = Rxp C (i.e~ D is 
, e n ',en n 
the partition of D into (Exp C .~). 
, t e ll1J 
As G is compact, a f'init6 number of translations 
• • • , Da 111-1 say) cover G. 
The varti tion 1 is formed by taking the elen.ents of 
n 
Dn' Dn a 1 - D, Dn8 2 - (D~D';::'l)' ••• , 
D a - (1) U Da u .•• U Da t) ) ; 
n m-l 1 m-~ 
in other Kords, m copies of D, are fitted together 
n 
so that there' is no overlapping (notation as in § ~.1). 
Clearly, {1 n} is an increasing sequence of finite 
parti tions satisfying V ~n = £ ; it remains to shoH 
n 
that if 1 satisfies the bounded intersection 
n 
condition. 
. . . 
/ 
/ 
/. 
The intersection of 0 g with 0 for any g in G 
n l~ 
is considered: if this intersection is non-empty, 
Dng c Nl1S,,[TS und then En (g) = Exp e -lOng cnn be 
considered: 
Each clement of C contains a ball of diameter S/n1 
n 
and is contained in a ball of diameter a'.[p/nt • 
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Hence, each clement of D contains a ball of diameter n 
8/n12 and is contained in a ball of diameter 2S~/nl • 
As d is invariant under translation, the elements of 
D g have the same property and so if E (g) 
n n 
is defined, then each element of E (g) contains a 
n 
ball of diameter 8/n 14 and is contained in a ball of 
It fbl16ws-that~not mo~e, than" 
S /~.JP) I(p'nILl- IiT 
- , 
elements of E (g) can intersect a single element of C 
n. n 
and hence that not more than I (p, l/lJ:,[p) elements of 
D g can intersect a single element of D • 
n n 
As 1n is constructed from m copies of Dn' not 
more than mI(p, 1/4..[p) elements of Sng can intersect 
a single clement of 1 for all g in G and all n. 
n 
18 
Thus (~n! satisfies the bounded intersection 
concli tion. 
The extension of ther,roof to a finite nunhor of 
connGcted components is trivial. 
2.6. A132LIAN GROUPS OJ:;- FINITB DHmNSION. fo'illi te-
dimensional tori \;ere covered by the last section; 
the follolving theorem also includes a Hider class of 
abelian. groups. 
TH803EM (Yuzvinskii [2], § 7.3). A compact connected 
abelian group G of finite dimension p is rigid. 
PROOF (~daPted·from (2J). G contains a sequence 
G = G :> G1 ::J G,,::> ••• of closed su~groups such that o &.. 
nG = e and GIG is isomorphic to some p-dimensional 
m m 
nl-
torus A for all m. Let p : G-i A . be the map obtained 
. m -". 
by composing the projection of G onto GIG \d th the' 
m 
isomorphism of GIG onto A. 
. ~~l 
Using the notation of the proof of the last 
theorem, Exp 
e 
is·an isometry for a torus and D is 
taken to be the usubl representation of A us a 
P -cube. The narti tions I P -1 D 1. are fini te and sa ti sfy: 
. t r.1 n 5 
H ( (p - 1 D ) g Ip -1 D ) = H (D • P g I D ) ~ log I ( p,' 1 Il!,[j) ) .• 
m ll. m n n &:1 n '" 
(see proof of lemma in § 2.5). 
/ 
/ 
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An increasing sequence o~ integers n(l) = 1, 
n(2) = 2, n(3), n(4), ••• is constructed inductively 
is .an increasing sequence; 
it is assUl;~cd that all the n(r)'s have been chosen 
for r ... 1- P P -1 is an enelomorphism of A onto A ~.. k 1~+ 1 ~ 
and so has a kernel of finite order s; the inverse 
",ap P k + 1 PI,: -1 take s a single cube from Dn (1-;:) "to the 
union of s disjoint identical cuboids. It is easy to 
see that D ~ P P -l D :from \Ihich it 
sn (1.;:) '7 k+ 1 1-;: nOd 
tl t P -In ....... P -In S (1 ). folloH"S 10' 1(+1 sn(1.;:) -7 k l1.(k) • a 11. _(+1 "~s 
put e~ual to sn(k). 
The sequence t~m} so constructed satisfies all" 
the conditions'of Definition 2.2 and so G is rigid." 
/ 
i 
, 
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3. BSHNOULLI GlWUP i\uTO:1-10npIIJSr,~S .'\ND ENDm.lOrn'IHS?-iS 
In ti1e last section, the addi tion theorem \;as 
proved for endomorphisms of totally disconnected 
groups, Lie gropps and finite-dimensional abeliun 
groupso In order to be able to usc the theory of 
the structure of compact groups to tie these results 
together to give the addition theorem for an 
endomorphism or an arbitrary compact group G, it is 
necessary to prove the addition theorem for one !,lOre 
class of endomorphisms, namely Bernoulli group 
automor~hisms and endornorphisms. 
0Z~INITIONSo LctG be a direct product of a 
tHO-\(ay (one-,,"'ay) i11.fi~i te sequence of' copies of some 
clement g 
(1. g .1 C>O ). 
~ 0 
G 1o'lO:"'n as the group of states; 
o 
an 
ao 
can be represented as a "sequence {g.~ t ~J_ on 
A Dernoulli group automorphism (endomorphism) 
tal\:es the sequence [g yo ([g .}O> ), to the" sequence 
~-($:) ~ 0 
qQ . 
(h.1 (~h!-a.o), "I.here h. = g. 1 0 l ~ ... -$ (,. is 0 ~ ~ + 
In some cases G i\-'"ill ~:.c ri:;id (if G. is finite 
o 
for example) but the following theorem covers all 
rossibilities. 
/ 
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:5.2. 'I',I;WnE~'l. '{hen CS" is n Bernoulli group 
endomorphism oC the group G, T is isomorphic to the 
direct product of Sand (f" • 
[ROOF. T(x,g) = (Sx,v(g)f(x»; in this cnse, 
r }t'I:> <? (x) is u sequence 11' i (x) 0 • Let Ii' :r-'1~ N be the 
inverti ble ;t1easure 'pre serving transformation .?-;i ven 
by: F(x,g) = (x,g.f(x» ,:here f = {f .1,00 is some 
~.)O 
j,leasurable £unction from X to G. 
and so if 
••• 
for all x in X, then -1 = F TF, i.e. T is 
i sO:l1orphic to S ® cr • 
(7) is equivalent to the set of equations: 
• •• ( 8 ) 
The equations (8) arc satisfied by: 
f (x) ii e . 
o ' 
As the f. 's are all ~roduc~s of measurable 
~ 
22 
functions, the mensurabilit~ requirements Cor f and F 
are satisfied and so the map ~ given by these solutions 
of (8), gives t.n-isomorphism bet~ .... een T and S ~o-. 
CO::OLLA:1Y. For a a Bernoulli group autor:1orphism or 
endomorphism of the group G, 
h(T) = h(S) + h(~). 
PROOF. ~vhen 0'" is n Bernoulli group endomorphism, 
T is isoccrphic to a direct product and so has the 
same entropy «(3), .5 16.3): 
h(T) = h(S@tJ') = h(S) + h«(')'") (§ 1.1, (v». 
For a Bernoulli group automorphism, let G be 
n 
the closdd normal subgroup of G consisting of all 
co 
sequences f g.}' ·for , ... hich. gl- = e for It ~ -n, 
~ -~ . ~ 
n = 0, 1, .... n G = e n 
n 
and ~ is a Dernoulli GIG 
n 
group endomor~hism. So 
h(T~(G » = h(S) + h(~G/G ) for all n 
n n 
and ta~ing li~its (§ 1.4) gives: 
h (T) = h ( S) + h (0-) • 
.' 
/ 
2.3 
l1:. Cm·;PLSTION OF I'HOOF 
To comnlcte the ~roof of the addition theorem, 
it is sufficient to show that an arbitrary compact 
;::roup G brcalcs do· .. ;n into <l sequence of factors groups 
on hrhich endol!1orphisms of the types dealt Idth in 
the last two sections are induced; the 'proof by 
steps'proceecture o~ § 1.3 can then be applied. 
Throu.r;hout this section, C 10111 denote the connected 
component of the idonti ty of G and Z ";ill denote the 
centre ox C; both C and Z are completely invariant 
under any endomorphism<:. of G. 
4.1. TbTALLY DISCONNSCTED GROUPS. The first step,is 
easy: G/C is totally disconnected (addition theorem 
for ~G/C given by § 2.3 and § 2.4). 
4.2. CONNSCTED G~CUPS ,,'ITH 1'RIVIAL C1':NTIH;;S. 
The next step ~dll be 6"C!Z; thi s ,'."111 require hiO 
resul ts of Yuzvinsldi [2] I;hich are reproduced in. 
l!.l:], Appendix B. The first is that C/Z has a trivial 
centre and the second is the folloH'ing: 
L~~;iHA. An endomorphism p of a compact separable 
connected group H whose centre is trivial is the 
/ 
/ , 
direct rroduct of a Dernoulli group automorphism P1' 
a Bernoulli ,group endomorphism f 2 and f 3 l:hich is a 
direct product of automorphisms of sel;li-sim:)le Lie 
groups. 
The addition theorem has been proved for Bernoulli 
~roup automorphisms and endo1l1orphisms (s ":.2) and for 
endomornhisms of Lie groups (§ 2.3 and § 2.5). So the 
(infinite if necessary) proof by steps proceec]ure 
gives the addition theorem for f as in the lcuma. 
So the ~C/Z step is permissible. This leaves Z. 
AJ3BLIAN G:"-?OUP5. The endomorphism induced on Z 
factored by its connected component of the identity 
can be dealt with as in § 4.1.and so it remains to 
prove the addi tion theorem :for an endomorphism _ () of 
a connected abelian group G. The character group of 
G \dll be denoted by r . 
First of' all it is assumed that r is :finitoly 
genera ted ~"ri til re sp ect to 0" , i. e. every element of 
is of the form: 
••• +" n, "(0-), /) n- n 
v.here '(1' )"2' ••• , ;(n ore fixe d e lemont s of' rand 
" / 
( 
.P1' P2' ••• 'Pn urc polynomials '.:i th inte,r:;er 
coefL·icients. (Xote that t'ile adjoint of (j is 
25 
denoted by the sa:-:1e syr.llJol but written on tile right.) 
There are tl"O possible cases: 
(i) For every ~., there exists a polynomial q. 
'~ ~ 
such that Y.q.(u) = O. In this case, r is of finite 
~ ~ 
rank. So G is finite-dimensional and the addition 
theorem for ~ is given by g 2.6. 
(ii) [o'or some "(., t,q(o-) -I 0 for all possible 
~ ~ 
polynomi.:lls q. Let r i he the sllbgroup p;enera ted by Yi 
let A be the s '!nllest subr;roup containing". '.-.hich 
, ~ 
is invnri\1nt under cr and let H be the annihilator 
of JL. • The con<1i tiol1 given inmlie s tiM t 
r a b i 0- () ri (j = e for a F. b and so ... ll. is the direct sum 
(finite nw~bcrs of non-zero terms) of 
.) ri , r i (!', ri(j""' , ••• I each of "hich is isomcr'phic to 
the integers. Its dun I G/H is the direct sum 
(unrestricted) of a one-',velY infini te sequence of 
circles and erG/II is a Dernoulli group endomor-phism 
~,ith the circle as ;1;roup o:f states. 
h(.::rG/rr) = cD ([3J, § ').10) and so the addition 
theorem for O""G/:I (§ ",.2) gives: 
; 
I 
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13y 1. 1, ( i) , 
h(T) ~ h(T~(H» = CO; 
Hence, 
h(T) = h(S) + h(~) 
This proof is'Q mu~h modified 'version of [2], § 8.4. 
The restriction on r is removed nm •• 
Ll1:HI':A (Rochlin (6 J, § 4.3, reproduced in (4], 
ApFendix c.,). If 0" is an endomorphism of C\ compact 
se!'Clr.:lble nbelian group G, then G contains a sequence 
G = G ::> G1 :> G')::>' ••• of,' C- invariant closed subgroups o ... 
such thn t () G = e .::tnd the dual group of' GIG is 
n n 
n 
f'ini tely genern ted \-'1 th' re sp ec t to O"'G/G for all n. 
, n 
This lemma und the preceeding work give 
" 
h ( T g (G » = h ( S) + h ( (:>G/ G ) 
n n 
for all n 
and on tnking limits (§ 1. l.1-) , this becomes: 
h(T) = h(S) + h(u) . 
This completes the proof of the nddition theorem. 
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5. ArpLICATlOI~S 
5.1. GROUP ENl)O,'.iO:{.t'Tnsr.iS. If' . cr is an enclomorphi sm 
of a compact group G onto itself and H is a compl~tely 
invariant closed subgroup, then cr cnn be 1n'i tten as 
a suitable skew-product (see § 1.2) and so 
For H normal, this is the result of Yuzvinsldi [2] , 
mentioned in the introduction. The addition theorem 
can be anplied in a similar fashion to affine 
transformations. 
5.2. NIL~·1;\NI20LDS. The addition theorem is used by 
w. Parry [71 to calculate the entropy of an 
au to:norphi sm of a nill:l~n·ifold. Su·ppo se that T' is a 
group automorphism of a connected and simply 
connected nilpotent Lie group N (lower central series 
N = N :;) N1~ N,)::> ••• ~NI 1:::> N1- = e) 1·[hich tal.:es a o " ,c- ... 
uniform discrete subgroup D onto itself'; the (left) 
coset space N/D is a compact manifold 1cnOl'.'n as a 
nilmnnifold. 1" induces a n:easure preservin.g 
transforma tiol1. on NIl) !cno1rn as an' au tomorphi SOl' ~ 
, 
,/ 
/ 
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Let T be the tro.ns:formation induced on ;~~/'j;.J D and 
r r 
let ~ be the transformation induced on N lD/N D. 
r r- r 
T can be regarded as a skew-rroduct of T 1 and ~ 
r . r- r 
for r = 1, 2, • • • t k and so applying the addition 
theorem ror each r, it follows that 
11 (T) = h ( 0;) + h «(.)2) + ••• + II (0-r) • 
(T is an automorphism of a torus and so 
r 
h(o- ) = 
r 
log 1),.1 
~ 
(see [4J for references), the ~ '5 beinrr the i .::> 
eigenvalues of ~r. Hence the entropy of T can be 
expressed in the form: 
h(T) = ."2 loglu.\' \ 
. \&1';> 1 . p~ 
where the ~i's are the (eigenvalues of the differential 
of T at the identity coset of N/D. 
/ 
/ 
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